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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Historical Sk et ch 
1. Adv ent Of Shoemak ing In Ameri ca 
The colonial shoemaker often travelled from house 
t o h ouse a n d from town to tovm doing repair work and making 
nevf shoe s for a ll the members o.f t he f amily. The visiting 
shoemaker vmuld a rrang e with his trade to l ive in t h e h ou s e -
hold wh il e makins; the shoes . His meals a n d sl e eping quarters 
const ituted part -oayment for h is labor . However , onl y t h e 
well-to-do f amilies could afford t he e t ra expense of board-
i n g t he cobb l e r . mnong the less prosperous clas s, t h e far -
mer and his sons usually ma de up the f amily suppl y of shoes. 
There vra s littl e d ivision of l a bor e ;< cep t as between the 
a dul ts a nd ch ildren of the hous eh old . There vva s no v er y 
compl e loca tiona l p roblem a s y et ; t he maPke t, labor, and 
mater i a ls were a ll at hand a t ea ch popula ted plac e . -::-
Until the mi ddle of the 1 8 th c entury , sh o e a~::ers 
cont inued to vrork a s indep endent craftsmen . Gr a dually , the 
more enterpri s ing cra ftsmen began t o employ others and work 
be ca me mor e c on.fined to local sho p s . Hand processes con-
tinued, with s ome sub - d ivision of l a bor, and often in the 
home or l ittle shop the han d sewinc; ·was done. by ·women a nd 
g irls, v.rhose h a nds were mor e d eft for su ch purnoses . Fre -
-;:- 8 ' p • 31-3 2 • 
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quently, the home served as a shop, the ~amily receiving 
shoe materials ~rom the manufacturer or from the village 
store ke eper who acted for the manufacturer or tanner. 
Although a few shoe ~actories existed as far back 
as 1786, the ~actory system did not become firmly establish-
ed until some .time later. As the commercial conditions o~ 
the country developed, it became possible to buy materials 
in larger quantities and to dispose of the shoes in corre-
s pondingly greater numbers~ Shoemakers, who wished to in-
crease their output or had ambition to become manufacturers 
or employers, engaged other shoema1cers to work for them on 
a larger scale than ~ormerly, thus establishing the ~actory 
system in its earliest stage and introducing a distinction 
between capital and labor in the shoe industry. 
It was soon ~ound that some men were much more ex-
pert at one operation than another and as a result the workers 
were divided into "teams" or 11 gangs 11 • A team consisted of a 
number o~ workers, each per~orming a particular process, the 
whole team producing an entire shoe. On the other hand, a 
team might consist o~ a group of men all experts upon a single 
process. Such a team was known usually as a 11 gang 11 • 
Sometime s these gangs worked independently, going 
from factory to factory to perform the same operation. A 
gang o~ bottomers would have contracts 1Ni th certain manu-
~acturers to do all the bottoming for their ~actories~ Al-
8. 
though the team or gan g s y stem disapp e a red after t h e i n tro-
duction of shoe machinery , the term is s till used in some 
factori es , e s~e c ially in the making or bottoming room. Hand 
proce ss es continued a n d t he application of pov1er in the manu-
f a c ture of shoes apn ears to have been postp one d t o the time 
of the introduction of modern shoe machinery . 
2. Early Fashions I n Footwear 
There wa s little vari a tion in the sty les of footwear 
a mong t he colonists until a fter the Revolution . The s ubstan-
tial boots and shoe s with square toes, worn by the Puritans, 
continued in one form or another until they f ina lly assumed 
t he form of t he well - known colonia l !:JDlnP . At a bou t t he s ame 
time , shortly a fter the war, the Hessian boot wa s introdu c ed . 
This styl e was borrowed from the Hessian soldiers who fought 
in t he Revolution. It was more or less military i n des i gn , 
with a white top and a spur at the h eel. 
The nex t influence to affect Arne rica n style s came 
from Fr anc e . After that nation I'ecovered from her ovm revo-
l ution, the na tural t en dency of the people wa s to di scard any 
form of di•ess t ha t had been worn by the nobility . Hi gh-
heeled shoe s were, therefoT•e , eliminated and in the ir p l a ce 
came a sof t s prin g- he e l e d sho e. This fashion s pread to Amex·-
ica and was esp ecial l y noti ceable i -n the women's shoes at 
that time. Examples of this style wer e seen up to t he time 
of the Civil War. 
9 . 
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A style fo r men tha t came from En g land and \"IOn much 
po ~ ularity wa s the Welling ton boot . This boot uas a l s o or 
military orig in , receiviny, i ts name from the g eneral who led 
the British troops at Waterloo . The sty le was g r a dua l ly 
refined until it beca me a dress boot to be vrorn on c e r emon-
i a l o ccasions . No g entleman ' s wardrobe vms considered com-
plete vli thout a pair or Welling tons . -::· 
3 . Introduction Of Shoe I·:_a chinery~:--::-
Until about a century a go , ma chines and po,Ner 
p l ayed no •Jart in the makinr; of shoe s . Ei c;ht simple tools 
(lmire, avrl, needle , p incers, last , harnm.er, lapstone , a nd 
stirrup) constituted a complete ou tfit for shoema dng . 
The firs t ma chine to be widel y used in shoemaking 
vras the rollin:3 ma ch i ne for solidifying sole l eather , rrhich 
i'Ta s introdu ced in 18Li.5 . This machine did away v'!ith the old -
f a s h ioned method or ounding leather upon a lap stone with a 
fl a t raced ham:.mer to make it firm and durable for the shoe 
bottom . With t his ma ch ine , leather could be rolled in abou t 
a minute , tha t had ·oreviously tal(en a half h our to prep a re 
by h and . 
The How·e sewing machine , invented in 1846 , was t h e 
ne t stepp i n g stone in the me chani cal development of the shoe 
industry . This ma chine , which was u sed to sew the u _ p ers of 
.. 8 · ·J,o !, ? 
·,.- 8 p. ·-,- - '-T..) • 
"" L ~ ;,-,, ' p . 1.!.0- .? 7 • 
shoes, introduced the era of machine shoemaking, doing 
away with the slow process of hand sewing. This process 
had been called 11 binding 11 and the handsewers were called 
"binders 11 • lV'tUch of this work had been done in the home, and 
the introduction o:f this machine made the industry more dis-
tinctly a factory industry, marking the first period of 
development~ 
The invention of the McKay sewing machine in 1858, 
a machine which sewed the soles of shoes to the uppers, mark-
ed a new era in the history of shoemaking . It ushered in the 
second period of development in shoe machinery, and has done 
more than any other machine to modernize shoe manufacture. 
Previously, all shoes and boots were pegged or nailed~ Al-
though the cost of pegging shoes was less than the cost of 
McKay sewing , the public demanded the sewed type of shoes 
to such an extent that pegged footwear gradually dwindled 
and practically disapp eared after 1880. By the old method 
of pegging, pegs were driven through both the outsole and 
insole. This left the points of the pegs projecting on the 
surface of the insole. These points were removed by a 
special rasping or cutting device~ 
In 1862, a mechanic named Auguste Destouy invented 
a machine with a curved needle :for sewing turn shoes. This 
was later improved by as many as eight different mechanical 
experts employed by Charles Goodyear. This machine was later 
11. 
adapt ed to the sevrin;~: of the welt in t h e bottom of the shoe 
a nd became f amous as the Goody ear welt ma ch ine . 
Edg e trimming and heel trirrnning ma chines were intro -
du c ed around 1877, and s oon beg a n t o p l ay an important p a rt 
in the sho e manufa cturing indu stry . Previou s l y , hand trim-
me r s or 11whittlers 11 , as they were ca lled , p erfor med this task 
and they rec e i ved very high vrag es , s ometime s double t hos e of 
l as ters , who were also highly ·9nid . At first , there wa s con -
sid erable opposition t o the ma ch ines, but t h eir s aving of 
time, redu c tion of physi ca l effort in making good sho e s, and 
uniformity of work soon established them of prime i mporta n ce 
in shoe construction. Labor soon lear ned t hat s kil l wa s 
required t o operate t he ma ch ines and tha t high wag es cou ld be 
earned for ma ch ine work as well as for hand work. 
In 1883, the idea of a l asting ma chine , one of the 
very importan t s hoe ma ch inery inventions, was revolutionized 
b y J an Ernest Matzelig er. Thou gh severa l attemnt s had been 
mad e to inven t and opera te lasting ma chines, long after i t 
wa s possible and profitable to sew shoes by ma ch inery , it was 
still nec essary to last them by hand . Shoe ope ratives in al l 
line s opnosed the introduction of ma chinery , feelin~ t ha t it 
would redu ce t he ir numbers, shorten the p er i od of employment 
ea ch year , and make them more dependent u pon the manufacturer . 
Foremos t in this oppos ition vere t h e hand lasters. 
They were s trongl y organized , a n d se cured a v ePy h i r;h wage, 
12. 
ranging from twenty to thirty dollars a week or more at a 
time when earnings on most processes were low as compared 
with present day wages in the shoe factory~ 
In a shop where he learned to operate a McKay 
machine, lllatzeliger heard the remark that no inventor 
could produce a machine to do the work of a laster unless 
he could make a machine with fingers like a laster's. He 
took up the challenge and began to work secretly on a model 
for a lasting machine~ Both his first and second models 
failed. The third, however, was so successful that in 1883 
he was advanced money to build a fourth. He died before 
this model was completed but other machinists were able to 
perfect it. Some of the motions of the machine are like 
those of the hand and fingers, drawing the parts of the 
leather into place and fastening them by tacks. Some idea 
of the importance of this machine from the standpoint of 
saving physical effort may be had when it is considered 
that on the old basis the hand worker lasted fifty pairs of 
shoes a day; the machine opel"ator lasts from 300 to 700 
pairs in a working day~ 
The pulling-over machine, invented early in this 
century, is an example of one of the highest developments 
of shoemaking machinery. This machine prepared the shoe for 
the subsequent lasting operation. It centers the upper upon 
the last, draws the sides and toe into place with pincers 
13. l 
and temporarily fastens these parts with tack s for lasting ~ 
It is conservatively estimated that this n1echanical device 
means a saving of four billion dollars a year to the shoe 
manufactuPers. 
The remarkable work of the past generation could 
never have been accomplished had it not been for the constant 
development and the standardization of ma chinery and pro-
cesses, and the close co-operation between the manufacturer of 
shoe machinery and the shoe manufacturers themselves. 
Today, shoe machines are built on the principle of 
one machine to each operation and not the principle of one 
machine to each shoe. In each factory 200 hands may direct 
the operation of each pair of shoes~ Approximately 1,000 
shoe factories make from 450 to 500 million pairs of shoes 
annually and practically every operation in making each of 
these shoes is performed by ma chinery. There are big machines 
and little ones, and one with at least 1,151 parts . These 
parts vary in s ize fpom a ma ch ine frame weighing 1,540 pounds 
to a sp ring so small that it ta~-re s ~-25 of them to weigh an 
ounce. 
B. Statement Of The Problem 
To produce the large varieties of shoes sold in 
this country, manufacturers have had to assemble many types 
of materials, often highly variable in character, from all 
parts of the world. These materials must be processed from 
1 
the T'aw ma t er i a ls to the finished 1-r o du c t before they are 
ready for use in the manufac ture of a shoe . The I'O du c tion 
of e a ch shoe may require more t han a hundred separate opera -
t i ons a n the use of many m.achines . The shoes must be com-
p leted on predetermined dat es t o fill Sl-:>e c ifi c orders . 
I n the shoe fa c tory , the sub- assemb l y v1ork is a c-
complished in the cu tting , fitting , a n d stock fitting de . ~rt ­
ments . Assembly of t he shoe starts in the lasting ro om and 
c ontinue s throu,"'h the bottoming , making , finishin o· , a nd p8. ek -
ing rooms , v1 i t h parts being added all along t he line . it 
become s obviou s t h t t h ei'e mu st be a h i ghly integr a ted f'low 
of vrork through 11 the sho emaking o perations if shoes are 
to be completed i n a c cordance with a n y pre- determined s chedule . 
The development of me thods and controls in the shoe 
manufa c turine; indu s try ha s not lcep t pa c e 1.Yi t h t h e deve l opment 
o f ma chiner y . The v a ri e ties of styles , t h e number of siz.es 
and widths , the multiplicity of o p erations in making a shoe 
c omp l i cate the pro c e ss es an d tend to c ause cong estion between 
department s a n d ir regu l a rity of the f l ow of 'ror k . Many shoe 
manufactu rers a re not c ognizant of t he fa c t that there is no 
s u bst i t u te f or p r oper produ c tion control a nd mod ern me tho d s 
of pr oduction . 
C. S i gnifi cance Of The Problem 
Pro duct i on control h as devel op e d in mod ern indu s -
try l argely a s the result of the ever increasing d emands 
which have been made on manufacturing facilities. The 
modern plant operates as a highly co-ordinated unit which 
must be controlled through its many functions. 
Pro duction control may be defined as a series of 
functions which co-ordinate the available plant facilities 
and regulate the orderly :movement of goods throug...'IJ. their 
entire n1anufacturing cycle, from the procurement of raw 
materials to shipp ine of finished goods at the proper time 
and place in the required quantity and quality~ 
When a company manufactures according to the 
customers' orders, the lack of control becomes increasingly 
evident~ Some orders will go through the fa ctory after 
having been released by the sales department with little 
delay . Others vvill get pidgeon-holed until the customers 
complain; then a rush order in the hands of a follow-up man 
will push it ahead of other orders, some of whi ch will in 
t urn fall beh ind t heir promised delivery date. 
It can readily be seen t hat some form of organ-
ized product i on control is needed. Pro du ction control, like 
all other management aids, is not an end within itself and 
should be no more elaborate than t he given operat ine situa-
tion requires. The particular system or technique used 
should be evaluated from time to time to see if it is ef-
fectively accomplishing the desired end and t o see if t h e 
16 . 
same end might be attained by a simpler, less expensive method. 
D. Review Of The Work Done By Others 
Although there are numerous books written -on the 
shoe industry, notably "Pacemakers of Progress" by Harold 
R. Quimby and "How Modern Shoes AI•e Made 11 by the United 
Shoe Machinery Corporation, such literature deals mainly 
with the history of t he industry and the manufacture of' 
shoes. There is little information available, other than 
a few trade magazine articles, regarding production con-
trols in t he shoe manufacturing industry. 
E. Approach To The Problem 
Although some information in this thesis has been 
derived from written material, the author has secured much 
information from personal observations of the operations and 
from discussions with men in the industry. 
II. PRODUCTION METHODS 
A. Operation Departments~:-
1. Upp er Cutting-Cutting Room 
The upper leather is first sorted and put up into 
jobs from vlrhich the vamps, quarters, tip s, back stays and 
tongues are cut~ There are two methods used in cutting up-
per leather or fabric uppers, namely, machine cutting and 
hand cutting ~ Machine cutting involves the use of so-called 
"clicking " dies and a clicking machine. Hand cutting re-
quires the use of metal-bound cardboard patterns and a hand 
knife . Machine cutting is very g enerally the practice ex-
cept on shoes of fancy or intricate design that are made in 
too limited volurae to justify the cost of clicking dies~ 
In addition to the shoe uppers, the linings are 
cut in this department . These lining s are cut from kidsk ins, 
sheepskins, drills or twills. Cotton doublers also used to 
plump up or reinforce the vamp and tip are cut in this de-
partment . Uppers and linings are "match marked ," sorted 
into pairs and stamped for size and case number, the latter 
being for factory identification throughout the remainder 
of the manufacturing process . 
2~ Upper Fitting 
Upper fitting includes a wide rang e of operations 
-,,- 12' pp. 14-18 ~ 
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in the department immediately following the cutting room, 
where the separate parts of the upper and lining are pro-
gress:tvely assembled and stitched in mal-ring the completed 
shoe upp er. The number of operations involved in this 
department and their sequenc~ vary greatly and they are in 
direct relation to the simplicity or complexity of the 
d esign and the tTpe of shoe being produced. 
19. 
Some of the important operations performed in this 
department, in addition to the major one of stitching the 
several parts of the upper and lining in their proper sequence, 
include skiving, cementing and f oldin g or finishine the edges 
v~~ps , quarters and tips-perforating tips and other parts, if 
the design so s pecifies--inserting hooks and eyelets--making 
buttonholes and sewing on buttons--and "lacing" eyelet types 
with a temporary string to hold the upper in pl"op er position 
on t he last during subsequent manufacturing operations. 
3~ Stock Fitting 
The stock fitting room is the department in whi ch 
the bottom stock is pr epared. The parts produced or assembled 
in this department include out s oles, insoles, welting, coun-
ters, heels and box toes. Here again a considerable variation 
in method and number of op erations exist. The manufacturer 
follows whatever procedure is best suited to meet the require-
ments for the type and grade of shoe to be made. 
The counter is a leather or a fibre piece moulded 
to the p ro p er shape and size o f the heel portion of the last. 
It is placed between the u p:oer leathe r and lining a t t he 
heel of the shoe and is a reinforcemen t to the shoe at thi s 
po int. The counter a lso serve s a s a protect i on to t he foot 
and aids materiB.lly in preservinp; the shap e of t he shoe 
throughout its life. 
The box toe is a leather, pyroxylin im regnated 
fabri c, t her mop l as tic, bu ckram , f l exible coPk or late. im-
pregnated felt unit p l a c ed in the toe of the shoe prior to 
lasting . The box toes i s an i mport ant component part of 
every shoe , ex c e p t in c ertain types where the design inten-
tional l y c a ll s for 11n o box . 11 Its purpose is essentially 
t vvofo l d , namely, a protection to the f o ot o f the wearer and 
t he means of preserving , throughout the l ife of t he sho e , 
t he shape a n d contour of the toe portion of the last over 
;,vhi ch the shoe is made . 
L~ and 5. Lasting An d Bottomi ng 
"Lasting " is the ope r a t i on, or series of operations , 
by me ans of vThich the shoe upper a n d lining are dravm d ovm 
tightly t o the wo o den last , over which the shoe is made , and 
t hereafter at t a ched to the insole of the shoe. In Turn shoes 
and sin~le-sole Stitchdo;,vns , there is n o i nsole and the u p er 
and linin g are t h erefore a tta ched temporarily to the outsole 
as a part of the l as ting operation . 
2.0. 
The lasting of a shoe is one of the most L~portant 
parts of the shoe making pro ces s . As a part of the process 
the shoe upper a nd lining must be conformed to the woo den 
last vri th a high degree of skill, in order that the 11 pull 11 
upon the upper Yvill be evenly distributed and so that the 
upper and lining will be free from wrinkles when the last is 
fina lly removed. Furthermore, as shoes are always made in 
pairs and in graded sizes and _widths, each shoe should be ac-
curately mated at this stag e of manufacture if subsequent 
opera tions are to be carried out with precision. After last-
ing , the shoe bottom is prepared to receive the outsole. 
The o peration, or series of o perations, by means 
of which the other parts of the shoe is lmovm as "Bottomin • 11 
It may also include the aux iliary operations upon the out-
sole tha t are perfo r med after attaching . Every modern method 
used i n shoe construction dep ends basica lly upon the means by 
which the outsole is attached to the other p arts of t h e sh oe. 
There are three fundamenta l g roup s, namely: 
1. Sewed Shoes 
Goodyear Welt Shoe 
Goodyear Turn Shoe 
McKay Sewed Shoe 
McKay Welt Shoe 
Sti tchdovm Shoe 
Littleway Lockstitch Shoe 
Pre-'I:Vel t Shoe 
Skeleton Insole Sewed Shoe 
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2. Demented Shoes 
Littleway Staple Lasted 
Cemented Shoe 
Tack Lasted Cemented Shoe 
Cemented Lasted Cemented 
Shoe 
3. lifa iled Shoes 
Nailed Shoe (Loose Nails) 
Standard Screw Shoe 
Pegged Shoe 
Skeleton Insole Cemented Shoe 
Silhouwelt and Cemented 
Welt Slip Lasted Shoe 
The reader may feel after viewing this list t hat it 
presents an exceedingly complicated subject for explanation 
and to anyone unfamiliar with the technicalities of shoe con-
struction it is difficult to understand the need of so many 
methods. There are, however, adequate mechanical and com-
mercial reasons justifying the ex istence and use of them all, 
for one or more types of footwear. 
6. Making 
After the outsole has been attached, there are a 
number of operations 1 erformed in the making room that have 
to do with attachine; the heel to the shoe, trimming the heel 
and the edges of t h e sole to the required contour, scouring 
the heels, setting , the edges, staining and burnishing the 
heels. 
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Because of the variety of kinds, types and heights 
of heels used in making modern shoes, a considerable varia-
tion exists in heel-attach ing methods. However, the stand-
ard p ractice is to attach leather heels by means of ma ch ine-
driven nails that penetrate t he comb ined thickness of heel, 
outsole and insole, and clinch on the inside surface of the 
insole. The same practice appl i es when the heel is made up 
of a leather base and rubber heel. 
Heel trimming and edg e trimming are done on h i gh-
s peed machines, equipp ed with s pecia l cutters. 
In attaching wood heels on women's shoes, an en-
tirely different problem is presented. A very accurate 
shaping of the outsole at the heel seat is required in order 
that a tight joint will result when the heel is attached. 
After the heel seat h as been accurately shap ed, the heel is 
attached by gluing and nailing . 
7. Finishing 
In the finishing room the bottoms of t he soles are 
scoured lightly, a finishing wax or gum applied, and the bot-
toms polished. The lasts are then pulled and t h e heel is 
nailed from the inside wi t h five nails that p enetrate t hrough 
the insole, outsole and into the heel approximately one-half 
inch. Thereafter, this nailing is preferably reinforced by 
inserting a wood h eel screw at t h e center of t he h eel seat, 
which adds to t he security and strength of the heel through-
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out the life of the shoe. Finally the shoe bottoms are 
branded or stamped, heel pads inserted and the inside of 
the shoe inspected. 
8. Treeing and Packing 
Treeing operations vary considerably and depend 
upon the type of shoe and kind of leather or fabric in the 
upper. In general, the final cleaning and dressing, to 
whatever extent may be necessary, are embraced under the 
term "treeing ." Lacings, bows and buckles, heel pads or 
sock-linings, as the case may be, are put into or onto the 
sho e , after which comes a final insp ection before packing. 
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B~ Sh oe Machinery 
Ninety-two percent of the major shoe machinery 
used in t h e industry is produced by USMC. It is the only 
company in the U. s. which can completely serve a shoe fac-
tory with its necessary machinery, exclusive of upper stitch-
ing machines. The Singer Manufacturing Company has manufac-
tured and sold most of the upper stitching machines, many of 
the button hole machines, and some miscellaneous equipment 
used by shoe manufacturers in upper fitting . The Compo Shoe 
Mach inery Company mainly confines its operations to the manu-
facture and distribution of cement sole attaching machines. 
The remaining competitors manufacture only a single type or 
a few types of shoe machines. 
Prior to the Sherman Anti-Trust litigation broug_ht 
by t h e Government against the USMC in December, 1947, United 
supplied most of its major machines and numerous minor 
machines to shoe manufactu~ers only on a lease basis. How-
ever, on February 18, 1953, the District Court of Boston 
decreed that USMC s:b...all offer for sale all shoe machinery · 
which it may choose to continue to offer for lease; that 
the provisions of future leases shall not be substantially 
more advantageous to lessees than the terms of purchase are 
to prosp ective buyers; that five years shall be the maximum 
term of original leases and also of renewal leases, with 
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the right granted to the lessee of terminating any lease 
after one year. The decree fUrther states that various 
other PTOVisions which have for many years been included 
either in t h e leases or in the policies of the USMC in 
conducting its machinery business be modified or elimina-
ted; that a plan be presented to the District Court, after 
consultation with the Department of Justice, with the 
representatives of the National Shoe Manufacturers Associa-
tion and with any lessees who intervene in the case, for 
mak ing similar rights available in respect to all machinery 
novr out on lease and for termina ting the leases; that the 
corporation's long established custom of servicing its 
leased machines uithout separate charge to the lessees be 
terminated and that separate charges shall, in t h e fUture, 
be made. The decree provides that the corporation shall 
grant to any a pplicant a license under any patent it now 
owns upon payment of reasonable royalties (this require-
ment does not a pply to patents on inventions of its em-
ployees which the corporation may obtain in the futur~. 
The corporation is further required to cease the distribu-
tion of such items of shoe factory supplies as are not 
manufactured by the corporation or by a corporation in 
which it l~s at least a 20~ interest; and that the corpora-
tion shall submit a plan for disposing of such parts of its 
business and the business of its subsidiaries as are con-
cerned with the manufacture or distribution of ta c~w , n a ils, 
eyelets , g ronwets , and hook s. 
The decree in its present form is subjec t to cor-
re c tion, modificat i on or setting aside e l t .. e r by the Supreme 
Court o f the United Stat es , on ap_eal, or a t any t i me by 
the District Court if' it deems such action app r opriate, up -
on the a~pli cation of either of the parties. It should be 
noted that the effect of the decree is in an exploratory 
stage . 
C. Description And Cla ssification Of Shoe Lachinery . -;:-
In the maki n g of shoes there are four basic 
p ro c esses : 
1. Cutting out the parts of the upper and soles. 
2. Stitching t he parts of the upper to get her. 
3 . Stitching t h e completed u pper over a wo o den f orm 
cal l ed the last and ta c king it temporarily into 
position . 
4. Attaching t he soles to the upp er . 
Ea ch of these pro c esses included v a rious ma jor 
ope r ations performed by ma ch~ne. 
1. Click i n g Ma chines (already des cribed) 
2 . Eyeletting Macb~nes. 
Eyelets , when required , are i nserted in the shoe 
~ 32 , pp. 26 -110. 
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upp e r after the upp er has been fitted and sewed and prior 
to the lasting op eration two eyeletting methods are com-
monly used. Sin ~le ey elet t ing , setting eyelets pro gres-
sively on each quarter individually, is widely used on 
both invisible and surface eyelets. 
Duplex eyeletting , setting eyelets p ro gressively 
on both quarters simultaneously, is usable only on surface 
eyelets. Both method s can be used for all types of men's, 
women's, and children's shoes . 
Ex: ce:p t vihen t he upp er carries a substantial num-
ber of eyelets it is usually considered cheaper for the 
shoe manufactul''er to use a Single Eyeletter. Some manu-
f a cturers contend that the Dup lex Eyeletter saves money 
where the number of eyelets per side is in ex cess of five. 
I t is usually believed, h o¥rever, tha t the Duplex Machine 
will not save t he manufacturer money unless the number of 
ey elets p er side i s in excess of seven. 
3. Cutting Press (Dinl~ing ) Machines. 
Prior to the manufactu re of the shoe, the bottom-
ing stock , p rincipally outsoles and insoles, is ~repared in 
cut sole fa ctories , sole cutting p l a nts or in departments 
in t he sho e factories. Many sh oe manufacturers find it 
more economical to purchase s oles from cut sole factories. 
Other manufa cturers , especially the larg er concerns vrhich 
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produce a variety of sizes and grades of shoes, consider it 
more profitable to cut their ovm soles. A few shoe manu-
facturers operate specialized sole cutting plants and others 
perform the sole cutting operation in the stock fitting room 
of t h eir shoe factory. 
Two methods of sole cutting are g enerally used. 
Cu t sole manufacturers usually do their cutting on a block -
ing machine. Shoe manufacturers who prepai'e their own 
soles g enerally use cutting presses (beam dinkers) which 
force a shap ed die of the d esired size through the leath er. 
L~. Pulling Over !vTachines. 
Pulling over is one of the major steps in conform-
ing the upper to the shap e of the last on which the shoe is 
made. Most t yp es of shoes require a pulling over o peration. 
The field for pulling over machines is extremely large, al-
thou~l some shoes are not pulled over machanically. 
Because of t h e exp ense of the machines, they are 
eliminated in t h e production of many stitchdown a n d women's 
novelty sh oes. They are also eliminated in t h e manufactu re 
of o p en toe sh oes du e to mech anical difficulties. In t h e 
case of slip lasted shoes, the pullin g over function is ac-
complished by f orce lasting . 
5. Lasting Machines. 
Some lasting ma ch ines last t he entire upp er; oth ers 
last only a part of the u pper, such as t h e sides, toe, or 
heel~ 
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6. Welt Sewing (Inseaming ) Machines. 
The inseaming (welt sewing ) operation, which at-
taches a welt t h rough the upper to some form of rib on an 
insole, is a basic and in some ways the most important 
o p era tion on a Goodyear Welt Shoe. It is one of t h e most 
highly skilled op erations involved in making a Goo dyear 
Welt Shoe; it pays one of t he highest class wa g es and is 
of such a character t h at considerable time is necessary 
to train an operator. 
7. Inseam Trinnning Machines. 
After the welt has been attached to t h e upp er 
a nd t h e rib of the insole, the surplus stock (upper, lin-
ing , box toe, insole, and counter) b elow the inseam must 
be removed by inseam trimming . All Goo dyear Welt shoes 
require inseam trimming . 
8 . Ou tsole Laying Machines. 
Outsole lay ing usually precedes sole attach ing . 
It is cu stomary to lay the sole on t h e shoe bottom vli th a 
temporar·y cement bond on all Goodyear Welt, most stitch -
dovms, and a majoT•ity of Littleway lockstitch shoes. In 
this way t h e sole is held in place until t h e stitching 
o p eration is completed. 
Cement shoes do not require temp orary sole laying. 
The p ermanent sole attaching operation on cement shoes elimi-
nates t h e need for a separate temporary sole laying step. 
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Temporary sole laying is usually required for McKay and 
nailed shoes, but is g enerally accomplished with machine 
inserted stap les rather than cement. 
9. Rough Rounding Ma chines. 
On Goo dyear stitched shoes it is necessary to 
develop a definite shap e in the out s ole to serve as a 
guide for the ultimate shape of t he edge . The rough round-
ing o peration directly follows temporary sole laying and 
precedes outsole stitching . 
10. Outsole Stitching Machines. 
These machines stitch the ou tsole to the welt. 
11. Cement Sole Attaching Machines. 
The soles of cement shoes are permanently at-
t a ch ed either to the lasted upper or the welt of t h e shoe 
on a cement sole attaching machine. A variety of cements , 
solvents and methods of activation of the cements are u sed 
in connection with the cement shoe p rocess. 
12. Littleway Lockstitch Machines. 
These mach ines are used on women's and juvenile 
dress, novelty, sport, and p latform shoes as well as on 
mocassins, Littleway midsole wo r k , slippers, work and ath-
letic shoes. This process uses a straight needle machine 
which forms a lockstitch passing vertically through the out-
sole, upper , and innersole. It is used on flat-lasted work 
and is often referred to as a through-and-through sole attach-
ing process. 
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13. McKay Chainstitch Sewing Machines. 
The soles o~ standard McKay shoes are attached by 
a chain stitch seam which passes through the respective 
thicknesses o~ outsole, upp er, lining , and insole. This 
seam is so positioned as to lie between the cinched last-
ing tacks and the edg e o~ the insole and is visible on the 
inner sur~ace o~ the insole~ 
These machines have a broader ~ield than the sole-
attaching o peration on standard McKay shoes. Chainstitch 
sewing is used also ~or attaching the midsoles o~ McKay 
Welts to the shoe bottoms, a nd ~or sewing plat~orms on 
shoes, the soles o~ which are attached by cement. 
14~ Loose Nailing Machines. 
The outsole of men's and boy's work shoes is nailed 
to the bottom by means o~ nails that are permanently driven 
and clinched to t h e insole~ 
15 ~ Out sole Leveling :r./Iachines. 
All t~)es of shoes do not require a separate machine 
operation ~or outsole leveline . On almost all cement shoes 
leveling is accomplished as a part o~ the sole attaching 
operat ion. Outsole leveling , g enerally t he f inal op eration 
in t he bottoming room, compacts the shoe bottom a n d ·produces 
the desired smooth contours of the sole surface. It is per-
formed b y machines which a p ply considerable pressure to t he 
sole bottom either by means of a p rogressive roll or a mould. 
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16. Fibre Fastening Machines. 
Fibre fastening is a heelseat fastening operation 
v1hich follows sole fastening and precedes the heeling o p era-
tion. It is used primai•ily on high quality sho e s vih ich are 
to have rubber and leather heels. The field for machinery 
on the heelseat fastening includes mo s t of the production 
of Good year Welt Shoes. 
17. Heel Attaching Machines. 
The heel attaching operation usually follows heel 
seat fastening and p recedes heel trin~ing and randing . Sev-
eral methods of attaching heels are required because of t h e 
variety of kinds, types, 2-nd heights o f h eels used in modern 
shoemaking . The field for heel attaching machinery is divi-
ded as follows: 
a. Leather and Rubber Heel Attaching . 
It is a standard practice to attach leather 
heels by a machine vrhich drives nails through 
the combined thickness of heel, outsole, and 
insole to clinch against the metal bottom last. 
The same practice applies when the heel is 
made up of a leather base or rubber heel. The 
field for leather and rubber heel attaching 
machines includes more than half of total shoe 
pro duction. Leather and rubber heels are used 
to some extent on all types of shoes. Men's 
shoes constitute the most important segment 
of this field. 
b. Wood Heel Nailing Machines. 
Wood h eel nailing refers to the process of 
permanently attaching the heel to t h e shoe. 
The heel is nailed from the inside of t h e s h oe 
with five or more nails t hat p enetrate through 
the insole, the outsole and into the heel ap-
proximately one-half inch. Prior t o the in-
side nailing the heel may be loose or tem-
porarily attach ed. Sometimes the nailing is 
reinforced by inserting a permanent heel screw 
at the center of the heel seat. 
c. Wood Heel Attaching Machines. 
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Woo d heel attaching operation usually involves 
temporarily attaching the heel to the shoe 
prior to the wood heel nailing operation. Af-
ter t h e heel seat has been accurately shap ed, 
both the heel seat and the heel are coated with 
glue. The heel attaching mach ine h as a heel 
clamping .mechanism by means of which the heel 
is firmly held in prop er relation to the heel 
seat while a hol e is drilled into the heel 
through a hole provi ded in the heel portion 
of the last. A specially shap ed clamp ing 
screw is then inserted to hold the heel in 
firm contact with the heel seat until the 
glue hardens. Subsequently, other machines 
are used to remove the temporary screw, to 
nail the heel from the inside, and, in some 
cases, to insert a permanent wood heel screw. 
Many loose heels are permanently nailed 
in one o p eration without first being glued and 
temporarily attached in order to save the ex-
p ense of the additional operat ion. Consequent-
ly the field for wood heel attaching ma chines 
is substantially smaller than for wood heel 
nailing w~chines. 
18. Slugging Ma chines. 
These machines are used for attaching toplifts 
on wood heels and for leather heel WOl"k. On wood heels, it 
is customary to attach the top lifts prior to placing the 
completed heel on the shoe. Many shoe factories find it 
more economical to purchase completed heels with the lift 
attach ed rather than p erform the toplift attaching operation 
in the shoe factory. In such cases, the ma r ke t for slugging 
machinery is in the specialized heel factories rather than 
in sho e factories. On leather heels the machine work is 
usually performed wi thin the shoe factory~ 
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The aforementioned machines are usually referred 
to as major machines. In addition, there are numerous 
other machines used in shoe factories wh ich are auxiliary 
to ·major machines in the sense that their functions are 
immediately related to those of major mach ines, or t h ey 
p erfo rm work indep endent of that d one by major machines 
but are s omevihat less important in the shoe 111.ak ing p rocess. 
These mach i n es are knovvn as minor machines.-::-
One convenient method of classifyine shoes is 
through t h e metho d by v1hich the outsole is attach ed to the 
rest of t h e shoe. This method points out the relative im-
portance of the use of different kinds of sole attaching 
shoe machinery. The three ma in classes are: (1) sewed 
shoes; (2) cement shoes; and (3) nailed shoes. In 1947, 
s e-wed sho e s accounted for about .59% of the total number of 
shoes pro duced annually in the u. s., cement shoes for 
abou t 38~~ and nailed shoes for about 3%.->:--:;-
Table I indicates t h e percen tag es of total p ro-
duction of the various metho d s of shoe produ ction and Table 
II shows t h e number of pa~irs of shoes attach ed by the 
val"'ious methods in 19)-l.6 ~ 
~:- 32, # pp~ 20-21 • 
.;:--::- 3 3 , p • 2 • 
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Table I 
Production Of Shoes By Method Of Sole Atta ching 
In Percentages Of Total Production 
{Selected Years ) 
1919 1929 1933 1946 
Total 100 .0 100.0 100 .o 100.0 
Goody ear Welt 42 37 32 30 
McKay Sewed 3L~ 36 28 12 
Stitchdown 11 16 14 
Cement 12 4o 
Metallic 7 7 8 3 
Turn Shoe 17 9 4 1 
Sources: 1919 - 1933, compu ted from Census data, 
Census of Manufacturers , 1933. 1946, from 
Complaint, Department of Justice, u. s . vs. USMC, 
Boston , Mass. , December 1.5, 1947, p . 2. 
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Table II 
U. S. 19L~6 Shoe Pro duction By Method Of Sole At taching 
Meth od of Sol e Atta ch ing Thou sands % of 
.· of Pairs To tal 
Go ;J dyea r Welt 149,038 30.0 
Stitchdovm .59,176 11.9 
Pre-Welt 11 ,21+3 2.2 
McKa y Welt 15,311 3.1 
Cemen t 201,672 4o.6 
Lock st i t ch (Littleway) 29 , 845 6 .0 
McKay 13 ,523 2.7 
Nailed 13,798 2.8 
Turn 3,493 0.7 
Tota l 497,099 100.0 
Sou rce: Adapted from Sta tistica l t a bl e of Tria l B~ief, 
Part I, u. s . vs. USMC, Boston, Mass., Ma y 2, 
1949 , p . 72. 
It can be seen from this dat a tha t the me t hod o f 
c ementinG s ol es has grown rapidl y sinc e 1929 , while the 
methods of McKay sewi n g and Turn Sho e hav e declined ap -
p re c iably . Even the fie l d of Goodyear Welt sole attach ing 
has d i mi nished in its p ercentag e of pro duction. The st i tch -
dovm methods has been us e d about to the same ex tent since 
1929 . It then be co mes apparent tha t t h e activities of t he 
Compo Shoe Mach inery Company in cemen t so le attach ing have 
h ad a mar k ed effect in the fi eld of sole attachin.,:; in s hoe 
ma ch i nery indus try . 
D. Ma jor Shoe Ma ch inery And USMC' S Sha re 
Of The Market 
It is adv isable, in dis cuss ing shoe ma ch inery , to 
make so1ne dis tin ction between those ma ch i nes whi ch perform 
maj o r operations in the shoe making pro ces s and o thers vrhich 
~ erform opera tions of rel a t ively lesser i mpo r t ance . Thi s 
dis tinction is necessary because of t he f a ct, tha t hundreds 
o f d i fferent ma chines a re used in t h e several hundred d id-
ferent operations presently required for manufacturing s h oes . 
Some idea of t h e complex ity o f the Shoe machinery c an be 
gained by noting tha t there are about 554 different model s 
which USMC nov1 has out on lease , or ha s leased since 1930 . -::-
Table III revea ls t he ordei' in which t he ma jor 
..,, 32' p . 20 . 
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Table III 
USMC Major Shoe Mach inery Fields 
Share of the Market Analysis 
(As of May 1, 1947) 
USMC USMC 
1Jiachines Per Cent 
Shoe Factory Ma jor in Footwear Of Total 
Department Machines Factories 
I. Upper Cutting 1. Clicking 16,346 97 
II. Upper Fitting 2. Eyeletting 2,296 81 
III. Stock Fitting 3. Cutting Pl"ess (Dinking ) 3,319 91 
IV. Lasting 4. Pulling Over 3 ,1L~.5 99 
.5~ Lasting 12,.561 9L~ 
v~ Bottoming 6~ Belt Sewing 1,470 97 
7. Inseam Trinnning .57.5 99 
8~ Outsole Laying 1,029 91 
9. Rough Rounding 1,430 98 
' 
10. Outsole Stitching 3,.537 92 
11. Cement Sole 
Attaching 870 4o 
12~ Littleway Lockstitch .580 91 
13~ McKay Chainstitch 498 88 
14~ Loose Nailing 1,224 98 
' 
VI. Making 1.5~ Outsole Leveling 1,082 97 
. 
16 . Fibre Fastening 470 100 
17. Heel Attaching 3,168 93 
18. Slugging 773 91 
Total 
.54,393 92 
Source: Trial Brief, u.s. vs. USMC, May 2, 1949, p . 2.5. 
ma chines are used in t h e shoe ma chinery p rocess, shoviino the 
number of each kind of USMC ma chine outstanding in footwear 
factories in 1947 and USMC' S : erc ent o f the total amount of 
such ma chin es . From this table it is apparent t hat USMC hold s 
by far t h e grea test share of the mar k et for each major ma ch ine 
ex cep t t wo. One is the cement sole attaching machine of vrhich 
the Compo Shoe Ma chinery Corporation still r etains a l a Pg e 
shar e of t he market. In the other, USMC has refrained from 
p ro ducing or di stributing u pper stitching ma ch ine r y as a 
resu lt of a restrictive a greer.1ent wi t h the S i n g er rf.anufactur-
ing Company . 
E . Minor Shoe :Machinery And USMC' S Share Of 
The Market . 
Not only are there a grea t number of minor ma ch ines 
on t h e ma r ket , but t h ere ex ists a grea t variation on the typ es 
and impoPtance of them . Minor machines rang e from types only 
slightly less important tha n the major machines to a tta ch-
ments or auxiliaries for other machinery, and even to some 
devi ces vvhich can be c alled ma chines only under a very broad 
definition . 
Since t he USMC also has a substantial share of t h e 
n arket in most of the mino r ma chinery fields, its clas sifica-
tion a n d d escription of the machines can be u s ed as a g o o d 
representation o f t he situat ion i n the industry itself . 
Table IV shows t he share of the marl{et held by 
USMC and its com:petitoi'S for each minor sho e ma chinery 
Table IV 
Minor Shoe Machines Of USMC And Competitors 
(As Of ·May 1, 1947) -
Competitor's USMC 
USMC USMC Competitor 's Per Cent Per Cent 
Department Ma chines Ma chines Of Total Of Total 
1. Cement Shoe 3,145 2,130 37 63 
2~ Cutting Die 673 87 11 89 
3. Eyelett ing 839 100 
L~. Fitting Room 13,555 9,730 42 58 
5. General 19,416 7,781 29 71 
6 . Goo dyear 7,722 1,077 12 88 
7~ Heeling 3, 502 695 17 83 
8 . Lasting 3,192 438 12 88 
9. Littleway 853 50 6 94 
10. Metall ic 3,380 986 23 77 
' 
11. Pulling Over 4,138 138 3 97 
12. Rubber Shoe 709 769 52 48 
Totals 61,391!- 23,881 28 72 
Sour ce : AdaPted from Statistica l table of Trial Brief , Part I , 
u.s. v s . USMC, Boston, Mass ., May 2, 1949 , p~ 11~. 
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depa rtment. 
A nmnber of non-USMC machines represent competit i on 
in sho e factory supp lies rather than in shoe machinery . Some 
o f these machines are of an inconsequentia l n a ture when con-
sid ered as machines although they form a larg e number sta tis-
tically. They are distributed by comp anies which offer the 
device i n order to promote t heil"' bus i ne ss of selling shoe 
factory supplies~ Pas ting ma chines are off ered by USMC 
competitors free when the customer buys cement .·::-
Some of the ma chines included as minor shoe machines 
have g eneral uses in many industrial fields and are not speci-
fically shoe machines~ 
Many recent increases in competitive ma chines are 
reinstallations of old ma chines as a result of war conditions 
and a g eneral p ost-war shortag e of ma ch inery. Many of t h e so-
c a ll ed compet itive machines are "home made, 11 i.e., 1:1ade by t h e 
shoe manufacturer solely for his ovm us e. Ma chines manufac-
tured by a few big shoe companies s9lely for t h eir o~~ u se a c-
count f or a l a r g e share of non-USMC ma chines , as shovm in t h e 
following table ~ 
-::- 32' p . 120. 
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Table V 
:Minor Shoe Machinery-""'Home Made Ma chi n es 
( As of May 1, 1947) 
Homemade Total Non-USMC USMC Share 
mach i nes ma chines of Total 
Edge Trimming 272 384 88 
Counter Past i ng 198 207 86 
Finishing Shafts 15L~ 212 8L~ 
Toe Sof t ening 1 , L1.8 2 3 , 586 13 
Sourc e : Trial·Brief ; Part I , u.s . vs . USMC, Boston, Mass ., 
May 2, 1949 , p . 122 
- - -::~ 
III. Control And Planning Production 
The success of a shoe manufacturing company de-
pends, in many ways, u p on a good production control system. 
This chapter will trac e the receipt of an order anq the 
subsequent procedures which follow. 
A. Receipt Of Order 
The receipt of order initiates the activity in a 
s h oe factory . ~he order is registered in the offi ce and t h e 
company 's credit standing is checked . If the finding s are 
satisfactory the order is then analyzed to determine the bur~ 
dens which are about to be placed upon the factory an d its 
equipment. The following factors are check ed: 
1. The quantities of different k inds of shoes ordered 
to de termine the availability of needed materials. Some 
mat erials can be acquired on fairly short notice while the 
a cquisition of others cannot be acquired so readily. Pro-
duction schedules and delivery promises can be delayed 
seriously when the needed materials are not on hand. 
2. The deta ils of construction to verify the order 
a gainst t he origina l sample~ 
3. The availability of machinery, parts, tools and 
patterns in order to meet stock assembly or shipp ing re-
quirements. 
4. The number of each style of "last 11 needed. One of 
the most important limitations is the availability of' "lasts". 
Lasts are f orms shaped similarly to the human foot on which 
the shoe is built. Since shoes remain on the 11 last 11 an ap-
preciable length of time, production will be blocked if too 
many shoes c a lling for the same "last" number is put into 
the factory a t one time. The purpose of the "last schedule" 
is to avoid such a situation. A separate card is kep t for 
each style of last, or at least for every active last. The 
first entry is in the 11 last 11 schedule and as cases of shoes 
are put into t he work-in-process, a deduction is made size 
by size to show t he bala nce of lasts still available. After 
a certain number of pairs have been entered, t here will be 
an insu fficient number of l ast s remaining to enter more shoes 
calling for the same last. - ~Hoviever, near the end of the 
pro du ction process the lasts a re removed from the sho e s and 
are a vailable for us e on another lot of shoes. This is in-
di cated on the 11 last 11 ledger by adding to the balance shovm 
the lasts ready for r e -use assuming the shoes are moving on 
sch edule . 
In addit ion t o shipping dates used and the availa-
bility of necessary materials , production programs are guided 
primarily by the availability of lasts. Lasts ar e relatively 
exp ensive and may become worthless because of style changes. 
Every manufacturer a ttempts to operate on a mi nimum 11 last 11 
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Figure 2b. Last Factory Re cord 
inventory which is possible only if the available lasts 
are used to capacity. 
A 11 last 11 ledger is not of much value, h O"wever, un-
less a g oo d production schedule is maintained. 
5. Th e delivery date must be verified. E. 7 . Bates 
states in "American Shoemaldng 11 : 
11 If it's a close one (referring to the delivery 
date), and there is the question whether or not 
the materials or equipment vdll be made available ' 
to meet this date, the customer should be advised, 
and an extension of time requested. This is the 
key or one of the keys, to the successful o p era-
tion of any p lant. Time u p on end shoe manufac-
turers h ave knovm in adva nce they ·would - be un-
able to meet the detailed . shipp ing date, but 
nothing was done about it. They preferred to 
keep the customer ignorant of this fact and tried 
(often unsuccessfully) to jam the shoes thr6u~~ 
in a few days to meet · the shipping schedule. Two 
thing s usually follow. They either meet the date 
and the shoes are of unaccep table quality and 
workmanship, or they completely miss the date. 
In either case, the shoes usually find t h eir way 
back to the factory for credit."* 
B. Tag s 
The p roduction unit is a "case" of shoes v1hich is 
usua lly 12, 18, 24, or 36 pairs of the same style number 
with as few different sizes and widths as possible. A 11 tag 11 
is written up for each case showing all the deta ils neces-
sary for t he cons truction of the shoe such as: 
1. Style of sh oe, sizes and widths, and last and 
pattern number • 
.;:- 17 ' p • 14. 
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Figure 3. Tag 
2. Color and k ind of upper leather. 
3. Kind of lining s, trilmnings , etc. 
L~ . Box toe, counter, grade a nd weight of sole, heels, 
shan..l.cs. 
5. Fastenings , stitching , finish of bottom and edge , 
etc~ 
6 ~ Kind of sock lining , heel pad, laces, carton, etc. 
Ea ch tag is numbered and listed on t he day s heet 
which is the production p rogram for a g iven day. The tag 
i dentifi e s the shoes as it passes through the various depart-
ments and indicates to the op erator what is required. All 
the various op era tions need not be mentioned on t he tag since 
many are standard for a ll shoes of a g iven t ype and can be 
i n ferr ed. 
The pro duction p l a n described above is found in all 
comp anies. All analyze orders fo r necessary purchases and 
use tag s to identify shoes a nd to indicate what is to be done. 
c. Day Sheet Schedule 
1~ Mak e-Up Of Da y Sheet. 
The "day sheet" is a list of the case numbers (tag 
numb ers) which enter the \'lork-in-process as a uni t . Certain 
additiona l information as may be desira ble is also indicated, 
as number of pairs in the case, style nwnber of t he shoe s, 
11 last 11 number and sizes., All t h e cas e s on a g iven day s h eet 
are supposed to move as a unit, and t he different day sheets 
S3. 
Figure 4. Day Sheet used by the General Shoe Corporation 
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Figure .5~ Day Sheet used by the International Shoe Company. 
should retain the san e order a s in which t~1.ey entered the 
cutting room. 
2. Purpose of The Day Sheet 
The purpose of t h e day sheet is to aid the manu-
facturer to select t he work so that a balanced load is placed 
at tl1e available facilities thus enabling the shoes to pass 
throu gh the various departments without meeting unusua l 
delays or obstacles. 
erdinarily, it is a matter of judgment and experi-
ence to detePmine the quantities of different typ es of shoes 
t hat can be sent into the factory on the same day sheet. For 
new styles, the usual p rocedure is to ask the foreman how 
many he can handle each day. The most important "bottl e -
neck s" occur in the stitching room and production is usually 
planned with the stitching room limitations (in addition to 
lasts) as controlling factors. 
A perfectly balanced \York-load is impossible unless 
the factory has an excess capacity. The work may be p erfectly 
balanced for one department, but in pass i ng to another depart-
ment it may be far out of balance. There may be a co rrect 
proportion of Welts and McKays for the bottoming department 
but t h e proportion of leather heels called for 1nay give an 
unbala nced load in the making dep artment. 
For perfect p roduction planning , minimums ma y be of 
much imp ortance as maximums. If too great a variety of shoes 
are put into the vrorks, too much time will be lost in chang-
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ing over the machines. Even though this time for most 
machines is not very long , the operation time for a twelve 
pa ir case of sho e s may be very short, and the set-up time 
will be relatively larg e. 
Bates states that "most production troubles a nd 
bottle-ne ck s happen in the variou s d epartments when there 
is no notice given to the amount of shoes on order t o be 
made vii t h in a .s p ecifi ed time." 
The day sheets aid in scheduling pro du ction. Th e 
schedule may call for one day in the cutting room, t wo and 
a half days in the stitching room, and so on through each 
depart ment. Progress reports are made regularly, and delay s 
c a n be investigated i mmediately. 
All companies use some sort of "sheet s y stem" but 
not with equal efficiency. Some merely list the case num-
bers on the day sheet and hope they will all arrive at the 
pa ck ing room according to schedule. Other compani e s control 
t h e day sheet very closely, attemp t to have the day sheet 
mov e as a unit and on schedule, and investigate all cases 
that hav e fallen behind or are out of p roper order. 
3. Check ing Stations. 
Various points throughou t the f a ctory, usually the 
last oper a tion in ea ch d epartment, but not necessarily so, 
are designat ed a s "ch eck i ng stations" where the passage of 
the cases can be recorded . This inforna tion can be obtained 
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from the p i e ce-v1ork coupons or the payroll sheet submitted 
daily by the checking station operator or by a s pecial 
sheet and recorded on a suitable' form. By referring to the 
schedule, cases which are behind are immediately noted. All 
comp anies use some checldng points for noting pro gress. 
The difficulties in the successful operation of a 
day sheet increase in p roportion to the lack of uniformity 
and standardization of the type of work. Control is simple st 
for the manufacture of moderate price shoes, somewhat more 
difficult for higher priced shoes and most difficult for 
women's novelty shoes with their innumerable variations and 
rapid style chang es. 
There are numerous · causes of delay. Some com-
panies hold up cases for repair of "cripples", :i::.e., if a 
shoe is dama g ed, the case is side-tracked until it can be 
repaired. An operator may be absent; this is a comnon source 
of delay since there is only one work er on many operations. 
Machines often break dovm, since shoe machinery receives very 
hard usag e and many are very complicated mechanically, with 
hundreds of moving parts, each a potential source of trouble. 
Delays due to lack o.f materials are not uncommon. There are 
so many small parts made in different types that a lov; supply 
of an item may not be noticed until it is actually needed. 
The chief cause of delays in the p roduction schedule is the 
failure to p ro p erly reco gnize the manufacturing limitations. 
Shoes are put into work -in-p:rocess, disregarding the fact 
that no amount of shoving will stretch a 11 bottle-necl{ 11 • 
Production is tied up, the factory is crowded with shoes, 
efficiency decreased, and in-process investment increased. 
There is no short cut to production planning ; considerable 
time and study must be expended. The problem is complicated 
by constant chang es and over-lapp ing limitations of' dif-
ferent departments. A good production system closely fol-
lowed is one of the greatest aids in producing shoes, but 
if not carefully planned and well-executed, is inevitably 
a failure. 
D. Time Of' Manufacturing Cycle 
The length of' the manufacturing schedule cannot 
be used indiscriminately as a measure of relative efficiency 
of different companies. 
There is a minimum tiNe for t he manu facture of' a 
high quality shoe. An ex p ens :i.ve shoe, for example, must be 
well formed. The shap e . of' the shoe is molded by the last on 
vrh ich it is built. Since leather has a natural elasticity, 
the shoe must remain on the last a minimum number of' days to 
achieve a prop er set. 
Manufacturing time also dep ends upon the typ e and 
construction of the shoe. A McKa y shoe can be made more 
quickly than a Goo dyear Welt, while a h andmade shoe is still 
slower. A cut-out sandal requires more stitching operations 
than a plain pump. Usually a higher priced shoe v.Jill require 
more time t h an a cheap er shoe of t h e same t ype, because more 
attention is given to quality and there are probably more 
separate operat i ons add ins re~inements which are omitted in 
the manufacture of a cheap shoe. 
The manufacturing should be affected somewhat by 
the number of pairs in a case, but this is relat i vely unim-
portant~ The total actual operation time in the manufacture 
of a shoe is perhap s about one hour and a half, which is 
theoretically possible in a completely conveyorized plan t. 
However, five days is about the shortest schedule maintained 
in practice, and most companies do considerably poorer. 
A short, well maintained schedule has important ad-
vantages. The work-in-process investment is at a minimum. 
Fewer lasts and rack s are needed. With fewer shoes distri-
buted through the factory, congestion is reduced, less floor 
s pace is needed with possible savings in buil ding overhead. 
Customer relations are improved. Deliveries can be made when 
promised and quicker service g iven in filling orders. Em-
ployees are better satisfied because t h ere is an even flow of 
work through the factory. 
E~ Buck System 
Many companies dep end upon the "buck system" by 
vn~ich the work ers themselves regulate the distribution of 
work. All the work ers on the same operation mak e up an in-
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formal group and select a 11 buck" \Yhich may be any sui t able 
object. The 11 buck 11 is pa ssed a round the g roup in rotation. 
The worker in possession of the 11 buck 11 is entitled to the 
first 11 easy11 case tha t comes along , after which he must 
g ive up the 11 buck 11 to the nex t vrorker who becomes entitled 
to t h e following case of "easy" shoes . 
The best system is one which requires t h e shoes 
to be taken in the order tha t they arrive at the workplace. 
This is not unfair becau se, in the long run, every o .. erator 
·will receive an equitable proportion of 11hard 11 and 11 easy " 
shoes. The 11 bu ck 11 s y stem allows the operators to work it · 
out fo r themselves and may be quite satisfactory. 
The necessity for a 11 buck 11 s y stem or continual 
supervision to a void 11hardn cas es being side tracke d is 
clear evidence of an inequita ble rate structu re. If the 
p iece rates were accurately determined, a work er would not 
care what t yp e of shoes he got, because even though a 
11hard 11 case would tak e long er, the p i e ce rate would be suf-
fici ently higher so that he would earn the s ame amount of 
money . 
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How' ever it is cla imed tha t t h is is not necessarily 
an ind ication of p iece r a tes being out of line but r ather 
that a worker may prefer certain type s of shoe s not because 
he can earn mor e , but because he like s to ·work on them better. 
Another expl a n a tion is tha t the operator is a ble to increa se 
his s k ill on certa in type s to a g reater e~:t ent. 
Piece r a tes on a new style are set as soon as 
nossible and may b e very well b a l anced orig ina lly , but a f-
ter a certa in period of time , the r ate s tru ctu re will be-
come unbalanced because of the proportionately greater in-
cr ease in skill on certa in styles. This is a difficult 
problem t hat mi ght be solved by a study of ch aracteristics 
of various learning curves, but would probably be too in-
tricate an undertaldng for a moderate sized company. 
F. Pairs of Shoes In A Case 
Different comp anies use a nywhere from 4 to 36 
pairs of shoes to a case. The most connnon amount is 12, 
24 or 36 pairs. Most compani e s standardize the number of 
pairs, but some make u p cases of various number of pairs . 
A fix ed number of pairs for every case greatly 
redu ces the complica tions in figuring the payroll and simp -
lifies control. This is not always possible for a manufac -
turer of high priced shoes. Th e sale orders may not be 
l a r ge enough to make up a full case. 
Twelve pairs to a case is a g ood fi gure, prefer-
able to a larg er amount . The smaller t he case, theoreticall y , 
the fa s ter t he schedule and the smaller t he investment. Th e 
case c annot be pa ssed on to the next operation until all t h e 
shoes in the case have been -rvorked on. Assuming eve1-.y 
o p era tion should have one c a se waiting in addition to the 
case being work ed on, i f there a re 12 pairs in a case, 24 
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pairs will be at each machine, but if there are 36 pairs 
in a case, 72 pairs will be at each machine, resulting in 
three times the work-in-process investment. However, as 
the number of pairs in a case is increased by decrea s ing 
the number of pairs in a case, the expense of printing and 
writing up tags, checking progress, and computing the pay-
roll is increased. 
G. In-Stock Department 
Most companies selling directly to the retail 
trade carry an in-stock department. A stock department is 
considered a necessary evil. If sales are made through 
retail channels, the manufacturer must bear the rislr of 
style chang e and the inve s tment tie-up of a stock depart-
ment. Individual sales are smaller, selling exp ense is 
higher, but a better mark-up is possible. 
Shoes for volume buyers are usually made accord-
ing to s~ecification. The manufacturer at the beg inning 
of the season makes up a line of sample shoes. The buyer 
ordinarily wants some modification of the base shoe. 
Some companies manufacture 11 to-order 11 or from 
stock . Shoes made 11 to-order 11 not only permit desired modifi-
cations, but are sometimes sold at a several percent discount. 
However, irrnnediate delivery is not possible. Often a stock 
department is primarily a service to retail ers for "filling-
in" sizes toward the end of t he season. Some of the larg er 
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companies , for more effective control, k eep the s tock 
d e part ment entirely separate from the rest of t h e business 
and bill it like any other company. 
1. Control of Stock Shoes. 
Control of stock shoe s is based primarily upon 
perpetual inventory records and sales analyses. vVhen sales 
of a g iven style numb er begin to fall off appreciably , it 
is usually closed out of the line e.nd mad e only 11 to order". 
Usually only the more staple typ e of shoes are kept in 
stock , whil e a ll other shoes are manufactured "to order." 
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Some companies withstock departments have their 
own chain of retail stores , oft en with n a tiona l cli s tribntion . 
S t yle chan g es do not sweep the country over nieht . Style 
movements orig inate in the large Eastern cities, later rea ch -
ing t he smaller cities a n d towns, the western part of t he 
country, and the South . Before a certain shoe may pass en-
tirely out of t he sty le picture, it is sometimes possible 
to 11 close-out 11 the rema ining stock in those territories 
slowest to rea c t . 
Ov.med retail s tores a re important in fo retelling 
chang es in d emand. Most comp anies require a daily report 
of sales for each s t yle number from each stox•e manager. 
The p roblem of stock control is complicated by the 
inter-rela tionship s of different style numb ers. The s a les 
of a very popular style number may be suddenly reduced be-
cause of the addition to the line of a new style number of 
a somewhat similai" type. Pri ce changes may shift the pro-
portion of sales of t h e different grades . 
Turnover is not a particularly good guide in con-
trolling sto ck shoes . There are extreme peak s in sales 
demand for certain months and s tock should be reduced to a 
minimum towards the close of t h e sea~on. Indirectly, a uni-
form turnover is attained by a balanced s tock ; i.e., the 
quantity of each style being in proportion to its sales. 
H. Reducing Seasonal Fluctuations In Production 
Shoe sales are highly seasonal, as is production 
unless the company is able to take certain step s to allevi-
ate the peak demand . The usual means are: 
1. Ma k e For Stock 
Potentially the most important means of leveling 
production is to nmke shoes for stock. All the companies 
having a stocl~ department use it to at least a certain 
degree by making shoes for sto ck during slack periods. The 
rush can be reduced by market research, a close watch on 
style trends, and sales analyses to avoid stocking unsal-
able shoes . 
2. Sell Through Various Channels 
A more uniform pro duction may be one of t h e indir-
ect results of selling through various channels . Jobbers 
and wholesalers order furthest ahead, chain stores buy 
slightly ah ea d, ·while retail stores order a s l a te as pos-
sible. 
3. Give Discounts And Dating For Advance Orders 
Di s counts and "dating " for advance orders may be 
worthwhile as a means of leveling pro duction if t h e price 
concess i on and interest cost do es not ex ceed t h e v a lue of 
t h e results achieved. Care must be tak en to avoid discrimi-
n a t i on between cus tomers, which could be construed as a 
viola t i on of s u ch legislation as the Robinson-Patman Act. 
There is a lso the dang er in the overencourag ement 
o f a dvance orders that if the price or style should chang e, 
cu stomers may attemp t to throw the burden of loss back on 
the manufacturer by cancellations or returns. Refusal to 
accep t c ancella tions or returns or mak e price a llowances 
may mean the loss of important cu stomers. 
LJ.. Ma k e "Between Season" Type Of Shoes 
Mak ing shoes whose sales demand has different 
seasona l cha racteristics than the bulk of t h e regular line 
is an interesting possibility but there are few o pportuni-
ties. A compa ny mi ght ma k e evenin0 shoes for formal wear 
b etween seasons. It is necessary that t h ese s p ec i al ty~es 
can be sold prefera bly to t h e regula i' customers in the usual 
manner a nd can be manufa ctured without intro ducing new com-
plications. 
In the shoe indu s try, a ll the usua l advantag es of 
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a level p roduction are not realizable. This is due to the 
excep tionally h i gh proportion of direct and variable charg es. 
Practically all labor is on a straight piece rate basis, so 
l abor costs increase only s lightly during slack production. 
Even more noteworthy is the flexibility in over-
head costs due to the machine leasing system, by i'!hi ch ma-
chines aPe used on a royalty basis . However, ma chine over-
head is not a strictly variable item. Niany of the mach ines 
are leased on a sti'aight rental basis. The royalty mach ines 
carry a minimum monthl y charg e , which ho,!IeveP is vmived for 
two months out of evei'y six mont hs. Excess ma chines may be 
retuPned, but this involves a return charge and another 
licen se fee if t h e machine is neede d subsequ ently. Further-
more , quite a few of t h e ma chines are owned outright , parti -
cularl y those in the stitching room. 
A non-uniform production tends to increase over-
head by requiring a capacity sufficient to meet p ea:: demand. 
A larg er building is needed increasing ex ense for heat , 
liGht , insu ran ce, taxes, interest, and buil ding maintenance. 
The clerical for c e is used less efficiently. A greater in-
vestment is necessary in lasts, dies , a nd patterns . 
Fundamentally, a level production should make pos -
sible low·er p iece rates. Labor is more concerned with an-
nual income than hourly earnings. By assuring steady vmrk 
throughout the year, a company should receive the benefit of 
lower piece rates. The importance of annual income as a 
barometer of the rewards of labor is recognized by the 
unions, but g enerally they do not permit the manufactur er 
who has reduced his p ro du ction f luctuations to benefit, 
since their objective is either uniform p iece rates through-
out t he entire industry or rates determined by relative bar-
gaining po·wer. 
Union shop s have a further incentive for uniform 
p ro du ction because the policy of the union favors "share 
the work". Companies are not p ermitted to lay off work ers 
in slack p eriods; vrhatevei' work is available must be shared 
equally. The number of employees must be sufficient to 
tak e care of t he p eak load. In low months, the necessity 
for division of the work almo s t invariably decreases ef-
fic iency . In add ition, workers may delibera tely slow up, 
so as to make t h e work last as long a s possible. 
IV. Contl"Ol of Material And Wastes 
A. Material 
1. Standard Material Allowance For Upp er-Leather 
Cutting 
It is a maxim of the shoe industry that the profit 
or loss is made in the cutting room . All companies use some 
form of standard allowance for upper-leather cutting as a 
measure of cutting efficiency, but different methods are used 
for computing this a llov1ance . 
Some compani e s compute the standard allowance by 
exp erience. The first few cases of t he style made are given 
to one of the better cutters, and the cutting results are 
used as the standard allovmnce for all subsequent orders. 
Many compani e s determine the value of different shapes of 
patterns by guesswork , by exp eriment, or by some more or 
l e ss crude metho d . Sometimes the area is found either by 
means of a planimeter or cross -section or weight. 
There are a f ew companies which subscribe to the 
service sold by the Kripp endorf Kalculator Company, a sub-
sidiary of t he United Shoe Machinery Company . 
In the eai'ly years of this centu r y , TIIr . Paul 
Krippendorf was i mpressed with the lack of eff ective con-
trols over shoe u pp er-leather cutting . In t h ose days it 
'<1ras common practice for t cro or three of t he most efficient 
cutters to be given a t rial job on a new pattern , or on a 
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new leather and the averag e quantity used by those cutters 
set up the allowed footag e on future jobs. 
This method had the p Pime weakness of allovling the 
cutters to set theiP own standard of p ePfopmance. Krippen-
doPf concluded that a p re-determined allo·wance should be 
established, and through a study of the elements involved h e 
became convinced that it was definitely possible to establish 
a material quantity allowance pPior to the cutting of the 
first case of shoes on a new pattern. Kripp endorf reco gnized 
that t here were three p rime factors inYolved which were: (1) 
the formation of the pattern itself in relation to the amount 
of material required to cut it; (2) the factor of the sizes 
and the widths; and (3) the element of operation in the t y es 
of leather. 
The first item concerning the base a llowance for 
a g iven pattern was handled through the establishment of a 
pattern survey method. This method is not an area measure-
ment of t he pattern, which is useless as a base for material 
allowance because the element of pattern shap e is as import-
ant as the element of size, and a straight area measl.n .. ement 
gives no consideration whatever to t hat shap e element. 
Kr i pp endorf•s survey method is one whereby both 
factors of size and shap e are given full consideration so 
that it is possible for a cutter to ~pply any pattern to 
leather exactly to the Krippendorf allowance. 
The element of' size and width is an important one. 
Typ es of' leather receive consideration through a rang e of' 
ten units on the card carrying f'ootage requirements f'or each 
shoe pattern . The larger, clearer leathers are assigned a 
lowel"' unit category , and the smaller, more dif'f'icul t skins 
receive a correspondingly higher unit number. 
The ten unit method f'urnishes accurate upp er ma-
terial allowances f'or a ll pattern styles and f'or all materi-
als. From the basic survey of each part of an u p p er, ten 
graduated allovrances are develop ed. This rang e o f ten dif-
ferent f'i gures covers the dif'f'erences in material consump tion 
t hat a re ch aracteristic in dif'ferent kinds of material. The 
f'i gures also provide for the dif'f'erent quality requirements 
present in varying price ranges. 
This f'ootage survey is made f'or t he size and t h e 
width uhich is the average f' or any one manuf'acturer f'or the 
various runs of' sizes he makes . };,ootage allowances for s ize s 
and widths larger or s maller than the averag e are computed by 
t h e Kripp endol"f' Kalcula tor machine, a mechanical devi ce which 
computes t h ese figures vli th uncanny accuracy, g iving due con-
siderat ion to the percentag e of' waste as the ratio increases 
or decreases f'rom a given size and width . The Kalculator 
tak es t he guesswork out of' the entire p rocess, computing 
each job with a high degree of' accuracy. 
Having tak en the tb.ree step s outline, Krippendorf' 
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was then in position to mark on the factory shoe tag s, the 
exact number of feet required for each case of shoes to be 
cut before any actual cutting had taken 9 lace. 
The Kalculator is designed to figure patterns on 
the basis of 100 pairs of shoes. The machine vrork s this 
way: it is first set for the estimated footage of t h e base 
size in terms of 150, 160, 165 . feet, etc., per 100 pairs. 
Then it is set at the required width and t h e cutting unit is 
established for t h e particular kind of leather to be cut. 
The determinins of the cutting unit is a very important part 
of t h e entire p rocedure of vwrking out footage allowance and 
that it is determined in close consultation by manag ement 
officials ~~d a Kripp endorf representative usual ly sitting 
in on t h e deliberations, ready to supply technical informa-
tion. 
The operator is ready to run off sizes on the tag 
to be figured as soon as the machine's dials have been 9 ro-
perly set for the basic allowance of width and cutting room 
unit. If there are five pairs on the size eight tag , t h en 
the key for t h e 8 -size is moved over to t h e 5-pair point. 
Nex t, the operator figures the 7-ft size. If t vro pairs are 
needed the 7~ key is dialed to the number two s pot. This 
process continues do·wn the line of all sizes needed. The 
rest is left to the machine which calculates the required 
footag e tha t a ppears on t h e dials as soon 8_ S all the sizes 
have been \'Jorl':ed out. This ent i re procedure can b e handl e d 
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for a single tag or, and this is the more co1mon pract i ce, 
for one or more cases of shoes. 
A s pecial mechanism makes it possible to fi gure 
not only the outside pattern allowance, but for t h e inside 
lining pattern as well . When the ma chine is set for the 
outside figures , the p ro p er base fi gure for t h e quarter 
lining s can be set simultaneously and is worked out and is 
·s-hovm at the same time as the upp er leather figure, as there 
are t vro dials . , 
The firm also supplies t wo other servi ces. They 
are Pattern Relation and Fitting and Stitching Relation. 
Under the Pattern Relation, each p iece of shoe 
pattern is measured to determine the relative effort of 
cu tting it. Measures of effort for hand cutting and ma-
chine cutting are made independently of each other. The 
figures used for this measure are called K•s. For example: 
a piece measu ring 200 K' s requir•es twice the effort that a 
piece measuring 100 K's requires. K's are converted into 
dollars and cents by a multipli e r usually spok en of as a 
11 r ate" . Once t he 11 rate 11 is set, the prices for cutting 
different materials follow directly from a multip licat i on 
o f the K•s b y this 11 rate 11 • 
The Fitting and Stitching Relation p rovides a 
measu re of the effort for t he processes involved in fitting 
shoe upp ers. The effort measure is listed in points c a lled 
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C•s. Those, multiplied by a rate give an answer in dollars 
and cents, similar to the Pattern Relation. Diff erent 
o perations, machines and factory conditions all affect the 
determination of the 11 rate 11 which is worked out between 
union and management. 
Patterns having the same identical area will vary 
tremendously in the amount of l eather required to cut them. 
The absence of an efficient method of determining the cut t ing 
v a lue of a pattern greatly increases the cost of cutting 
patterns because given the same pattern different people will 
determine different values. 
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The values of different sizes of t he same shap ed 
pattern have been calculated in a large number of different 
ways, usually by making an arbitrary grade. The value of one 
certain size is always considered a fix ed pe r cent of another 
size, this value rema ining the same regardless of t he pattern. 
Such an assigned value may be and usually is far from correct. 
The value of the m~terial as purchased varies con-
stantly and until the time arrives when skins can be grovm 
and tanned to fix ed standards and the measurement of the 
leather is more ex act, it will be impossible to absolutely 
standardize the exact amount of nmterial necessary to pro-
duce shoes. Howevei', standards for the use of leather can 
be standardized. The manufacturer can make selections of 
the various k inds, types, and quant i ties of sk ins best suited 
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to produce certain sty l e s a nd qua n t ities of shoes.-::-
2. Follow-Up Of Upper Lea t h er Usag e 
All compani e s use a separate cut t ing slip for 
eve r y j ob on vrhich is reco r ded t h e sty le number, t he num-
ber of pairs, cu tter's number, a nd t h e amount of leath er 
used an d t h e amount allowed. The latter t vro fi gures a re 
compared giving a gain or lo s s. 
Different s y stems are found in the use of the 
cuttinB slip s. The usua l p ract i ce is to post t h e essen tial 
data t o a pe r manent record. Some comp ani e s ma l-c e a summary 
of the tot a l cutting gain or loss daily, others monthly, 
while some companies keep no record at all of t h e cutting 
slip s. 
3. Separation Of Cutting Efficiency And Purch asing 
Gain or Loss 
:Mos t compani e s fi gu r e only a total ga i n or loss 
on u pper-leather. This is done by comparinc the standard 
money allowance (standard number of feet of leath er t i mes 
sta n dar d price per foot of leather) as indicated on the c os t 
estimate she ets for each style, with the actua l cost (actua l 
quantity u sed time s the actual p rice) of t h e leath er. 
Some companies tak e the vi ew tha t it is of little 
importa nce whether the gain is due to cutting or purchasing 
as long as they lmow they a re keep ing within t h eir standard 
* 7, pp . 185-186. 
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Figure 7. Upper Leather Variat ion Sheet 
cost a llowance . 
L!- • Rewarding Upper Cutters 
Some manufacturers pay their cutters by the p iece 
i n order to k eep t heir labor co s t at a minimwn. Oth er manu-
f a cturers p ay b y t he day , claiming that they can s a ve more 
t han enough ma teria l t o offset t h e increa se in labor. Othe r 
manufacturers a lt ernate using both methods . 
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In order to gain the greatest efficien cy under a 
p iece rate system, the a llowances for materia l must b e redu ced 
to the lowest p r a ctica l point , a nd the cut ters must be re-
quired t o roduc e sh oes for t h ese allowance s . It is neces-
sary t hat t he cutter's production be compatibl e vlith t he qual -
ity of his work in order t hat t h e cost of product ion may come 
'.Vi thin reasonabl e limits. 
It is imposs ibl e to reach the greatest efficiency 
·with day labor unless the cutter p ro duces the max i mum amount 
o f shoes a nd they mu s t also be pro duced out of the least pos-
sible amount of l eat her. 
Under t he :9 iece r a te sys tem, t h e chie f reward is 
for s p eed, wh ile under t h e day l a bo r p l a n the ch ief r eward 
is f'or ke ep ing d own the cost of material . Under ne ither 
p lan is t h e cutter rewarded for lceep ing lo1Jm t he cost of 
both materia l a n d l a bor. 
A lo g ica l ~lan is t ha t t h e rewar d be b a sed upon 
both s p eed and consumption of material or a bonus s y stem. 
However, the results of such a plan have not been success-
fUl over any long p eriod of t~1e; either t he reward for 
speed was out of proportion to the reward for material, 
or vice versa. In many cases, the reward for either one 
or the other has been paid a t su ch remote times that it 
offered little incentive to the cut ter. It would be more 
satisfa ctory to pay any rewards which ma y be earned eithe r 
for Sy eed or s aving in material at certa in definite peri-
ods, and these periods of pa~nent should be frequent, 
preferably weekly. It has been found that better results 
can be obt a ined if the cutter is info~1ed i mmedia tely after 
t he completion of each job whether or not he has earned his 
bonus. 
To fix the reward satisfactorily requires that 
three thin.~·; s be arranged: 
1. The correct amount of materia l to be used 
2 . The correct amount of time to cut the 
material 
3. The correct amount of reward to give the 
cutter for his efficient help in saving 
both material and labor 
B. Waste 
The cau ses of waste in the shoe manufacturing 
industry have been at tributed to the following : 
1~ Seasonal business complicated by variety 
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of styles 
2~ Imperfect control of production involving 
the organizat ion, the handling and dis-
tribution o f supp lies, and the p l anning 
and rou ting of wo r k and material s 
3. Wastes of material and losses throu gh 
defective shoes 
4. Labor difficulties affecting the relations 
with the employees~<-
1. Seasonal Business 
Shoes are pur chas ed by the retailer in the s pring 
and fall. Th e entire business of shoe manufacture invo l ves 
a decisi on on style, k ind of leather, color of l eath er, and 
low versus high shoes . Affecting these things to a mark ed 
deg r ee are the styles in dresses and h o siery . 
The difference between the worki ng time over a 
short perio d of the year and the average working tin1e 
through the y ear is the loss due to seasonal pro duction. 
The results in evening up production regardless 
of the fluctuation in sales have been accomplished thr ough 
t he intensive study of r.1arJcets and sales, and through the 
:formulation of a stable sales ~'olicy r adic a lly di:fferent 
from the usual h a phazard methods. These results have been 
·,.- 9 ' p . 133 . 
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brought about: 
a. By interweaving the manufacture of staples 
and novelties so as to make up stock shoes 
in advance of orders. This involves mal-c-
ing up stock during the dull season, which 
requires an increased investment 
b. By working u p advance informat ion and analy-
zing future sales to avoid stocking unsal-
able shoes 
c. By co-oper a tion between different manu-
facturing p l ants and o ther allied trades • .;:-
Other firms a re accomplishing results and main-
t a ining uniform production by confining t hemselves to 
fai r l y stap l e lines or women's or men's or chil dren 's 
shoes. These shoes also reach the consumer at a greatly 
reduced ~)ri ce because the producers are able to manufac-
ture at a much lo vrer co s t through the simplific a tion of 
processes. The reduction in the time needed for running 
orders through the shoy also permits closer cooper ation 
between s a les and pro duction. 
2. Imperfect Control of Produ ction 
The shoe industry has progressed more slo·w·ly t han 
most others, ex cep t in the development of' ma chinery. 
The dread of overhead cos ts, timi d ity in setting 
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p recedents, fear or the labor unions , a re the reasons for 
so little progres s . Research work is pract i cally unlmO\m , 
thorou gh analysis is lacking , ye t both mus t be employed to 
c o -ordinate the units of an organization manufac turing a 
-oPoduct involving as many complex ities as the shoe industry. 
At the beg inning of the season ne'N styles requiPe 
ne1•r s p e cifications, pro per s tocks of u pp er lea ther, manufac-
ture of lasts , ordering of wood h eels, develop ing stock of 
finding s for the particula r styles , while in the shop , qles -
tions of new rates, o f balancing the departments , of train-
ing the op era t i ves , compl i ca te the production. Even dur -
ing the regula r season the plaru~ing of orders , the treat-
ment of l asts , the bala nc i n g of different lots and s t y les 
in materi a l and time , ne cessitates the complete mas tery of 
p roduction and pro cess ing . These complications are so great 
t ha t few shoe manufacturers have attained even a small degree 
of p rofi c iency . 
3. Waste Of Material And Losses From Defective Shoes 
Wastes involving materia l occur in the gr ading of 
leather which, in many plants , is done without definite 
standards , in the purchase of sup ·plies in ex ces s of require -
ments , in the cu tting of leather, and in defective shoes. 
In addi tion t o defect ive shoes are those damag ed 
in proces s . _1\.n ordinary allowance for t hat cause is 25%. 
This does not mean t hR t this quantity of shoes is thro¥rn 
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away, but tha t there is some defect which has to be repaired. 
Systems of proper inspection, or of proper incentive to the 
work er for doing good work, are almost entirely lack ing . 
Although these damages are of small money v a lue in themselves, 
the delays in production both in quantity of output and to 
t h e individual operat i ve are serious. In many cas e s, the 
b lemish es are covered up by p o l ish a nd reappear when the 
shoe is ·worn. 
4. Labor Difficulties 
There have been extravagant claims made by certain 
shoe manufacturers as to restriction in output due to union 
rules. Many of these assertions a re warranted but , on the 
other hand , there hav e been numerous c ases of the manufactur-
er restricting output through failure to provide a full day 's 
vmrk or by unfair methods of d ealing with the work er . 
Certain rules of t h e union result in the stopping 
of worl;;: in individual departments and the block ing of pro-
du ction in subsequent depar t ments du e to the holdup of t he 
shoes. For example, in s ome loca lities all the "l'Orlanen in 
any opera tion quit for t he rema inder of the day pr ovided 
they are held up fifteen minutes for work. 
Numerous cases indicate t he necess i t y f or union 
back i ng in smaller sho p s where no emp loyee representation 
ex ists. For example, cases hav e been found where workmen 
in open s hop s c alled attention of the emplo yers to certa in 
unjust p ractices or low r a tes, and, although t hei r po i n t 
was carried , the man acting as spokesman was discharged 
vvi thin the nex t t·wo weeks. 
The unions do not intend to create a surplus of 
wo r kers in any part of the craft. In shop s closely af-
filiat ed wi th the unions, a union man befor e a pp renti cing 
himself to a job out side of his ovm loca l, must obta in 
permis sion tlu~ough regul a r union channels before he can be 
taken on by the manufacturer. 
The feeling exist s among manufacturers tha t the 
unions are oppo sed to t he use o f the stop watch. The union 
men s tate, h owever, that t h ey a re not oppo sed to its u se, 
but only to its a bu se in speeding up production instead of 
determining f a cts as to the time and best method. 
Some shoe factories in the count r y have prove d 
the practicability o f fix ing accurate rates by the deter-
mination of rates based on time study. In other factories, 
ho·wever , t he p l an has not been carried far enough to g et 
t he results t hat have been attained in certain oth er in-
dustries and t h at are possible in t h e shoe industry so as 
to p e rmit the setting of new rates on a basis of unit 
op erat ions. 
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Figure 1 3 . Multiple Story Shoe Factory 
.... 
F i gure 14. Mo der n S ingle Story Sho e Fa ctory 
2. Modern S i n gle Story Factory 
The neu modern single s tory buil d ing has many 
adv antag e s . They consist of such items as lower trans-
port at ion costs for moving the rack s, lasts, matei'ials, 
shoe part s and shoes as they flow thi'ough the pro du c tion 
line; better supervision is provided by havin g it all on 
one floor; co s t o f maintenance is reduced and the i mport-
and f a ctor of s a fety c a nnot be ovei'look ed. In addition , 
there is t he i mportant f a ctor of lower building costs: 
The single story factory a l s o offers the manu-
facturer flexibility to make chang es such as futui'e re -
quiren_c_ ts may demand . The adv antages mentioned above 
·nake this tYl;e of bu ilding t he mod ern shoe factory of to-
day , and the a chievement of an i ndustry which is Pealiz-
i ng that modern methods of manufacturing ~r.e the bas i s of' 
a su ccessful enterprise . 
3. Layout Of Ma chin e s 
Ev en though shoe factori es are usua lly laid out 
vd t h process g roup i n g of ma chines , many of' the advantages 
of a sti'aigh t line l ayout are retained. The work moves 
from one d epartment to the nex t with no b a ck tra cking neces-
s ary . Within each d epartment, the v1 ork moves from one group 
of ma ch i nes to the nect . There a re so many separate op era -
tions in the manuf a cture of a shoe, a nd shoe f a ctories are 
usually o f only mod erate s ize, that there is seldom too 
many machines of t he same mod el. Ma chines c an , t herefore 
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be c;rouped according to p rocess, but since there are so 
f:evr in each group , t here is little increase in t he cost of: 
handl i n g , and the advantaGes of: ~rocess group i ng in great-
er f:lex ibility and more efficient utilization of: equipment 
are not lo s t. In the s titching rooms of many f:actories , 
when the sequence of: operations vary according to style , 
the manufa cturers have utilized movable bench to ps to 
eliminate the back tracking of: work. 
L~ . Rack System 
The cutting room is practically a one operation 
dep art ment, s o material transportation is not very i mport-
ant. 
In the s titching room, the work is handled either 
in 11 tote 11 b ox es or in movable rae .s. The United Shoe I~ach;_ 
inery Co rporation has developed a rack s y stem in the stitch-
ing room v"lhich it installs for only the price of the rac_-s. 
The se·wing machines for the dif:f:erent operations are laid 
out so t hat the racks mov e around the room without back-
tra ck ing . This has been called a "production control" sys-
tem because work out of its prop er order is readily detected. 
The color of: a card attach ed to t h e rack indicates the "day 
sheet" to which it belongs. 
From the lasting room thr ough the packing room, 
work is almost universally moved on rack s. Ea ch rack is 
designed to hold one case of shoes wi t h each shoe separate, 
so as to avoid damage f:rom rubbing against one anoth er. 
97. 
The racks are equipped with small rollers and are moved by 
manual pushing from one o p eration to the next~ The o p era-
tor works directly from the rack: removes a shoe, per-
forms the operations, and returns the shoe to the rack. 
The trade journal American Shoemaking stated t h e 
following in its May 24, 1939 issue: 
"The plant where shoes are put into one 
end and flow through to the other end in a 
quiet, even, smooth stream is practically non-
existent. Usually the flow is like an uncon-
trol l ed river in floo d time; shallov.r here only 
to overflow the shole country side somevrhere 
else. 
"In some departments, especially after 
the shoes a re on the last, one can hardly move 
about. Operators, in order to push a rack 
away from their ma chine, must mov e six or 
seven others out of the way . The whole floor 
is s o soli dly jamme d and crowded vri th shoes 
in p rocess of construction that one vronders 
how the department ahead cou ld possibly find 
space to put one more case. Only long 
familiarity with such condi tions makes accep t-
ance of them possible. And only either no 
planning at all, or else an insufficient 
amount is t h eir cause."-:~ 
98. 
Shoes are usually moved between f loors by elevators, 
but sometimes gravity chut es or belt conveyors are used. 
Belt conveyors are sometimes used to carry 11 lasts 11 from the 
11 last 11 pulling op era tion to the 11 last 11 storage bins. 
_5. Conveyors 
The rack s y stem is almost universa lly used for mov-
ing vwPk from one operation to t he next. A few c ompanies 
·~~~ 2 ' p. 23 2 • 
99. 
have used conveyors but for the most part, shoe factories 
have found oonveyors unsatisfactory, since they aren't 
flexible and cannot be easily adaptable to a chang e pro cess. 
They are useful only where a few styles are p roduced and 
wh en p ro duction is constant. They cannot be used vrhere a 
plant produces many different styles to order and t h ese dif -
ferent styles use different ma chines . 
The u se of a conveyor is confined to the o p erations 
from to pack ing and does not include cutting or stitching. 
There is not one continuous conveyor line, but rather a s er-
ies of consecutive conveyor units. Ordinarily there vr:i:_ll 
be a separ a te conveyor g roup for ea ch department.--· " Pause 
zone s 11 or 11 storag e points 11 are provided betvTeen conv~yo-r 
units wh ere shoes are held in rae) s, to increase or ~egu-
late 11 last 11 pulling ti1n.e a.nd to a ct as a cushio j_1 to smog th -
out irregularities in production. The conveyor recircu-
lates s o that if an o p eration is missed t h e shoe remains 
on t h e conveyor a nd is brousht baclc to the o peration. 
Sp e c ial , non-standard op era tions are not included in the 
convey or line. In s ome instances, each o perator will leave 
an ex tra case of shoes next to h is ma chine on whi ch he can 
vrork if t h e shoes coming do·wn the line do not require his 
operation . Becaus e of the shorter manufactur ing time, 
artificial dry ing equipment is usually necessary . 
The conveyor system i s sometimes called the "single 
pair system" as contrasted with the 12 or 24 pair rack 
system. Many advantag es can be claimed for the use of 
a conveyor s y stem such as: 
a. Productivity per operation is increased. Opera-
tors are relieved o~ the task oT moving racks. 
The a ccessibility of t h e shoe tends toward fas-
ter produc t ion and o perators are less tired . 
Operations are balanced. 
b. Hanufacturing time is reduced. Work flons in a 
thin steady stre am vd thout delays bet·ween each 
operation. The shorter manufacturing time 
results in increased "last Turnover, reduction 
of 111asts 11 in PI'ocess, reduction of inventory 
in process, and faster deliveries. Investment 
in 11 lasts 11 and raclcs is reduced~ 
c. Plant layout is more compact. Space used by 
Reporter : 
r a cks, and aisles for rack movement is released 
for production. Plant capacity is increased by 
using the \'Tasted s pace for production purposes . 
Mr . Thomas Brady states in the Shoe and Leather 
11ThePe alvmys has been keen interest in 
ma chine conveyoPs. Despite many setback s, · 
great strides have been made in this field, 
as has been proved in the manufacture of 
CalifoPnia and other shoes. ( The Californ ia 
process, op sliplasting , · requires the draft-
ing of patterns ' cutting , and stitching of 
100. 
the u pper, sock lining and platform cover. The 
u pper and sock lining are s titched to gether. 
lOl. 
The p l a tform cover is stitched to the other t wo 
parts in a separate operation. The last i s then 
i nserted i nto the upper. After the last is in-
serted into the upp er, the platform is accurately 
pressed into place, the platform cover lasted 
and the sole and heel fastened.) The l abor elimi-
nation and fast and uniform production of con-
veyors literally have made the California . 
"But in making the more staple kinds of 
shoes, the machine conveyor has not worked out 
too well. However, rather than discard t he con-
cep t of conveyors , the trend in many cases turned 
to intra-conveyors. Tho d evelopment of a skiving 
and edgin g ma chine, a cement and folding machine, 
and other like combinations verify this a pproach. 11 -::-
Mr . Brady, in an earlier article makes the follow-
ing observation: 
"In a factory layout; the ques tion of a con-
veyor come s up rep eatedly. Practical experiences 
have demonstrated that conveyors are the thing 
for the California process. There is no denying 
that some are s u itable for other processes. How-
ever, in the making of' a welt shoe with so many 
different fittinga and k inds of' material, it 
seems ex tremely diffhml t to make a conveyor 
practical, and before a conveyor can be accept-
able for Goodyear welt work, t here must be more 
precision in shoemaking . There is no doubt t hat 
v1ith the coming of automatic shoe machines, there 
will be precision in shoemaking that vdl l permit 
of efficient conveyors. 11 -:H<-
Anothei' me t h od of increasing p r oduction, rather 
than using a conveyor system is the 11 rin..lc 11 or "team" method. 
The faster v;orkei'S and the slower workers are group ed to-
gether so that t he faster men force t h e slower men to speed 
-::- 2~., 'p • . . 57 • . 
-::--::- 21' p. 10 • 
up the work. 
Often times , the team and conveyor systems are 
combined and those workers who are responsible for dama g ed 
shoes are fined . Such a situation h as not been acceptable 
by the v.rorkers nor have the reduction of pie ce rates \"lh ich 
result from the use of the aforementioned s y stems .->:-
B. Quality 
1. Insp e ction 
In mo s t companies , the only really thorough in-
s p ection is just before the shoes are pa cked . Some com-
panies have other insp ection points throughout the fa ctory 
occasionally as many as one at the end of each department . 
In most factories, the work-in-pro c ess insp ectors a re the 
foremen , but such inspection is only an examination of 
several shoes selected at random . 
The importance of inspection and control of qual -
ity dep ends u pon the grade of shoe being made; the cheap er 
the shoe, t h e less thorough t h e inspection. 
To a certa in ex tent, e a ch individual o p era tor is 
an insp ector·. Poor workmanship on an op eration may ma k e 
102.. 
the following o p eration difficult or even impossible. This 
is even more important v:rhere workers are ch a r g ed for dama g ed 
shoes. In order to avoid being charg ed for a damag e caused 
-::- 2' p. 129. 
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Figure 1 9 . I nspe ctor' s Report 
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by the preceding operator, the worker will report the 
damage a s soon as he receives the shoe . 
Inspection f or quality in shoes dep ends princi-
pally upon the judgment and experience of the insp ector. 
An insp ector ca nnot be gu ided by quantitative standards 
nor h ave a ny quality testing machines of importance been 
deve loped. 
2. Controlling Loss Of Damaged Shoes. 
There are tvro com."'llon me thods for controlling the 
loss in damag ed shoes: (1) constant sup ervision by t he fore-
men and investigation of a ll damages as t hey occur , and (2) 
charging the opera tor Pesponsible for the damage. 
By chargin g the o perator for the damag ed shoe, 
the loss is borne by the employees. The fairness of this 
policy is defended on the grounds that the dama g ed shoe is 
a result of the carelessness of t he v!Orlcer. 
This system, if followed consistently, may be a 
cause of dissatisfaction. It is not always certain which 
o per a tor is responsible for t he damag e, and justice will 
miscarry. Furthermore, damag es are not necessarily the 
fault of any operator; they may be caused by using infer-
ior materials or skimpy cutting s o that the upp er must be 
greatly stretched to make it fit over t he l ast . 
Labor unions aPe greatly opposed to charging 
operators for damages on the g i•ounds that they are not 
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necessarily the fault of the operator. The union may p ermit 
charging an operator but it requires its approval be first 
obtained. This involves so much trouble, that most union 
shops have virtually given up this policy. 
Control by the foreman is one of constant super-
vision. The foreman may keep a memorandum of operators 
causing damages, or more likely a mental note, and o pera-
tors with particularly poor records may be asked to leave. 
Even this is not vd thout difficulty for some union shops. 
The union must review the case before a worl{er may be dis-
char g ed for poor workmanship. 
3. Reports and Records of "Cripp lesn. 
Most companies provide fop regular reports of 
dama g ed shoes, usually either daily or weekly. The amount 
of detail shovm by these reports varies: most merely g ive 
the total number, some g ive a separate fi gure for each de-
partment, while very few indicate the cause and nature of 
the damages. A few of t he companies maintain a cumulative 
record, but most com.panies discard the reports. A few com-
panies calculate the loss due to damages in terrns of money. 
Usually there is no record of damages for individual o pera-
tors unless kept as a memorandum by the foreman. 
There is little justification for the absence of 
a regular damaged shoe report, preferably daily, even if 
showing only the tota l number. 
A breakdov.m of the damaged shoe report by d e part-
ments is desirable in a larg e company but not always neces-
s ary for a small company or one making a line of cheap 
sho es . 
In mo s t instances, it is not necessary to list 
t h e cau se and nature of damages. The exp ense of preparing 
the report is increased. If the report indi cates an ab-
normal number of shoes, an irrnnediate investigation of' the 
caus e can be made. If the number is about average, no 
follow-up is necessary. 
A cumulative record ha s some value because com-
parison can be made with previous seasons and the trend of 
damages can be noted. It c alls a tt ention to the lik lihood 
of the damage loss ex ceeding the allowance figured into the 
cost of the shoes which may ma k e a p rice adjustment advis-
able . 
Manufacturers of women's novelty shoe s discount 
the value of a per manent record. The type of shoe change s 
so r adically from one season t o another that t h e experience 
of one season is of little value as a criterion for the fol-
lowing season. 
The monetary loss in damages is not usually 
fi gured be cause of the clerical expense. Many companies 
maintain a retail store at the factory through v,rhich dam-
a g ed sho e s are sold . The sales fi gur e in such cases ar e 
107. 
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Figure 21. Damage Report 
readily attained. The co st of' damaged shoes is more dif'-
f'icult to obtain because the shoe , af'ter the damage has 
be en noticed, may be completed by short cut method s, omit-
ting some of' t h e operations. 
Control of' quality and lo ss in damaged shoe s is 
becoming more important. Some companies base their selling 
arg1J.ment on superior quality. Such a reputation is vwn 
with d if'ficulty and easily lost. Sub-standard quality may 
increas e comp l a ints of customers and of the ultimate con-
sumers with consequent los s of cu s tomers goodwill, and ex -
ces sive returns and cancellations. 
The ex tens ion of the p iece rate s y stem to most 
o p erators places a premium on qu a lity control. It is doubt-
ful whether any shoe company wage system p rovides for a 
quality incentive ex cep t negatively. Unless the manufa c-
turer is willing or able to pay high piece rates, l a bor is 
forced to sacrifice quality for quantity in order to earn 
an adequate wage . 
109. 
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VI. Control Of Labor 
A. Skills Of Shoe Workers 
The s hoe indus try for the most part is composed 
of skilled a nd semi-sk illed v10rkers. Th e te chnical develo p -
ment and increased me chanization in the indus try h as result-
ed in the splitting u p of t he shoe work ers craft into many 
crafts but many of the s e are still rated as s~illed . There 
is no standard f i gui'e for the time r equired t o learn sho e -
maki n g p r ocesses today . l'lir . Paul Jones, p resident of t h e 
Commonvrea l th Sho e and Leath er Comp any, stated t h a t there are 
very f ew jobs i n a s h oe f a ctory which you c annot teach an 
o _erative today in from six week s to thre e months . However 
he do e sn't say how well the work er will lmo••r the job in 
three months . The p·er s onnel manag er of the Endicott Johnson 
Corporation states tha t h is company would not think o f start-
ing a factory vd t h all new employee s and feel t hat it could 
tra in t hem in six months time . 
Workers usually increase their s p eed for months 
after t h ey hav e l earned al l tha t can be taught them about 
how to do the j ob . Ni ne ty-five percent of t h em rank a s 
semi -sk ille d or uns k illed. Shoe manufacturers h a v e no t 
rea ched agreement a s to vvhere the divid i n g line comes be-
t we en s k illed and semi-sk illed work ers and between the semi-
skilled and non-sk illed workers . * 
-.. - 2' p . 100. 
1 . De cline In Skilled And Experienc ed Worlcers . 
There is a g rowing concern in the shoe industry 
about the steady decline in s k illed and e p erienced workers 
becau se young er p eop le a re seeking opportunities in oth er 
industri e s which a Pe more favorable . 
The u. s . sho e industry has not published any 
figur es relat ing to the decline or the l abor suppl y , but 
figures released by the British shoe indu stry which are 
cons i d ei•ed similar to ours indicate t he d ovmward trend . -::· 
Table VI 
Declin e In Number of' Skilled And Experien c ed Worker s 
Year 
1931 
1952 
Based on 100 Work ers 
Male Workers Female Worl~ers 
25 and under 45 to 64 25 and under L~5 
26 30 52 
17 40 33 
Sou rce : Ada:9ted from figures in t he Shoe · Worl~ ers r 
Journal , November-De c ember, 1952, p . 1 
2 . Reasons For Decline 
to 
9 
26 
The following reasons have been stated for t he 
decline of sk illed and experienc ed workers . They a re : 
a. Young er p eople have received more and better 
educa tion a n d thus they seek and qualify for 
.,. 30' p . 1. 
64 
lll. 
better jobs in better p a y ing industries. 
b. Th ere is great er secur i t y in terms of emplo yment 
a nd income in oth er industri e s. 
c. Other industries, esp eci a lly the newer one s, are 
more g l amorou s, a ttra ctive, a n d t he opportunities 
for adv a ncement a re better. -::-
Ta ble VII i ndicat es t hat the avera g e hou rly and 
t he a v erag e '\7e ek ly ear n ing s are lov~rer than for all ma nufa c-
t urin :-;; indu s t r i es combined . 
-:<- 30 ' p . 6 . 
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Year 
1932 
193~ 
193 .-
193.5 
1936 
1937 
1938 
19~9 
19-~0 
19li-l 
1942 
19iti! 19 
1945 
1946 
191.~7 
19L~8 
1949 
Table VII 
Hourly and Wee~rly Earnings of Shoe Workers 
Com:!_Jared To Total Manufacturing 
Average Hourly Average 1:1eekly 
Earnings Earnings 
(cent s) (Dollars) 
Boots Total Boots Total 
and Manufac- and Manufac-
Shoes t uring Shoes turing 
3.4~1 4l,L ~6 Jl~ ~ 99 17.0.5 
8 ~8 LJ.4 .2 15~41 16 . 73 a9~3 .53~2 17.21 18 ~ [!.O 
e_l ~2 .5.5 ~0 17~f0 20 .13 ! 9~8 .5.5~6 17-. .7 21 . 78 
el~5 62~4 18;38 24~05 
9 .7 62~7 17~02 22~30 
50 ~3 63 ~3 17;83 23.86 52 .6 66 ~1 17~85 2_5~20 57~8 7 2 ~9 21~72 29~58 65 ~6 85~3 25 ~25 l6 .6t 71.7 96 ~1 28 .18 3 . 1 . 76 ~8 101~9 31.15 46 ~05 8 2 ~ 3 10~ ·~ 33~43 44 - ~K 93 . 0 108 . -~ 36 ~16 43 :7 ! 102~0 122.1 39 ~11 L_K ~2~ 108 .5 ll5 ~0 39 .71 5! ~11 109 . 6 1 0 .1 39 .35 54 . 92 
Source: George P. Shultz , Pressures On Nage 
De cisions , p . 22 . 
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B. Employment Of Workers 
Personnel and training departments are confined 
mainly to the larg e and pro gressive shoe companies; finan-
cia l limitations prev ent the smaller c ompani es from es-
t a blishing such depart ments. 
1. Selection Of New Operators 
New oper a tors, :tn the smaller factories, are al:inb.st 
without ex cep tion selected by the most elementary method of 
a ctual trial. The foreman may question t he app licant briefly 
about his previou s ·work ex :9erience, and if the foreman is 
sat isfied , the applicant is put to work . The new m.an will be 
carefully obs erved for t he first few days a nd if his work is 
not satisfactory, he will be released. Inex perie.nced p ersons 
may be taken in to learn most processes. These persons t hus 
learning branches of shoe man u f a cture quite often enter t h e 
larg e factories as experienced operators. The sup erintend-
ent of one shoe company vie·wed his s y stem as a "surviva l of' 
the f ittest". If' the o p erator is unable to turn out a nor-
mal day 's wo r k , his earning s, if based on a piece rate, wil l 
be so small that the worker will quit on h is own a ccord. The 
"quit r at etr in shoe factories is h i gher t han for mos t indu s-
tries becal se of t he s easonal char a cterist i cs of t he indu stry . 
I n the large factories, especially in the grea t 
shoe centers , inexp erien ced persons are taken in only f'or t h e 
minor process es, and more of'ten in the stitch ing room t han in 
other departments . 
2 . Promotion 
The operator v;ho ca n perfor•m severa l processes in 
shoemaking is usually kept upon the p ro cess in ·whi ch his 
nork is most needed at any time . Frequently a worke r sho\'!-
ing a special ap titude for an advance pro cess is put f or-
·ward to learn it, and given permanent promotion if he be-
come s expert in it. There is not, however , such a grada-
tion of operations in t he departments of the shoe fa ctory 
as to offer promotion regularly . The most conspi cuou s 
promot ion is that of a workman who comes t o und erstand the 
work of a room fully , vii th ability to direct o-t hers, to the 
position of assistant foreman or f oreman . 
C. Wages In The Shoe Indus try 
A proper and effi ci ent co n trol of piec e rates 
determines the effe c tive control of labor costs and pro -
du ct i on schedules . Wi thout this p roper control of p iece 
rates it is ex tremely d i fficult to determi ne proper stand-
ards . 
1. Piec e Rates 
Although there are some shoe work ers who are pa i d 
on a day or hourly bas is a larg e p ercen t age of t he direct 
l abo r emp loy ed in shoe factories ls pa id on a p iece work 
basis . 
Fred G. Biederucapp , repre sentinG the Shoe and 
115. 
Lea t her Workers Industrial Workers of N. Y . C . once urg ed 
t he aboli shment of the piece vro r k system • . He stated : 
11We believe that there is n othing th.'lt 
injures the wor~r ers a n d t he indus try a s mu ch 
as the piec e vrork pra ctice."~:-
The multiplicity of me thods a n d styles h as re -
sulted in the ap; l i c ation of numerous p iece rate s . Th e 
method of setting rates var ies a l most from p l a nt to p l ant . 
The manufacturer of a non-union p l EJ.nt may hire a special 
r a te setter . The l a r g e p lants may have a time -s tudy depart-
ment but the ovrn e r of a snall factory or hi s SU"9 erintendent 
usually determines t h e rates . 
Alfred Henderson writins an article in Hide and 
Leathe r entitled "The piece·work System Ha s Not Lived Up 
To Its Promis es 11 , states: 
11 Piecev1oi'k is resp onsibl e direct l y for mu ch 
of the confusion , much of the d i ffi culty of 
present shoe factory management. P i e cework has 
been tried and found wanting . It has accomplish -
ed none of the benefits hoped for and has suc-
ceeded only in lo·wering wa g es, increas ing labor 
costs in many f a ctories and creating costly 
strife and pro du ction tie- u p s, and about the only 
thing it has done for the industry is to enable 
an occasional s truggling 11 bucl:: eye 11 to rema in in 
business when it vroul d have been bett er for the 
piece of mind of t he ovrner, b.is em loye es and the 
industry a t l arge if he had clos ed his d oors and 
found himself a job ." -::--::-
The author defends his articl e by 1)o intin~ to the 
fact that the unemployment situa tion in sho e f a ctories di s-
-::- 2' . p • "1 09 . 
~:--::- 2 ' p . 108 • 
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PAY SLIP ERROR 
Operator Clock No~----------
The error listed below appears on your slip dated ________________________________________ _ 
Case No. _____________________________________________________ ~-------------
Price Claimed should be _________ _ 
Operator No. has credit _______ _ 
Does not show on office records ________________________ __ 
Your daily earnings total is$ should be $ ___________ _ 
Your accumulated earnings for week $ should be $ _____________ _ 
If you find your original slip is correct notify your foreman--------------------------------
If you find the above changes correct please change your duplicate slip accordingly. 
1-' 
1-' 
-J 
. __ _ j 
sipates most of the alleged advantages of the p iecework 
s y stem. He further states that part-time emplo~aent leads 
to dividing up the work in all organized and many unor-
ganized plants and that a fast operator under any system 
of dividing work g ets only as much to do as a slow o p erator 
and so finds the same amount in his pay envelope at the end 
of the week. 
However, desp i te t he views of Biederu{a pp and 
Henderson, the piecework method is still accep ted becau se 
the time rate is so low and piecework gives the workers 
slightly higher earnings . 
Table VIII reveals the averag e hourly and weekly 
earnings of shoe wor kers. 
116. 
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Tabl e VIII 
Average Hour~ly and Weekly Earnin ['.S of Shoe Worker s 
Av erage Average 
We ekl y Eourly 
Earning s Earning s 
1952 J an . 44~11 1~2~ 
Feb. 47 ~21~ 1~2 
March ~_8 ~32 1~27 
April l!_6 ~ 25 1.27 
May 46 ~06 1~27 
June 4.8 ~11 1.26 
July 47~68 1~2 5 
Aug . 50 . 38 1; 27 
1951 Av erage $1-Jll_ ~o 5 ~·~ l ' 2~ It -. 
1950 II ~-1 ~89 1.1! 
1949 II 39~32 1~10 
191+8 11 39 ~71 1~09 
1911-7 II 39 ~11~ 1~ 0 2 
1946 II 36 .16 ~ 93 
19ht II 33.1~ ~82 19li II 3 1~1 ~77 
1943 II 28 ~18 ~72 
1942 II 25 ~ 3 2 ~66 
1941 II 21~69 ~ 58 
1940 II 17~88 ~ 53 
1939 II . 17.81 ~ 50 
1938 II 16 . 98 ~ 50 
1937 II 18 ~ 57 ~ 52 
1936 II 17~ 3 7 ~50 193~ II 17~96 ~t1 193' II 17~22 ~ !9 
1933 II 1t ~21 ~3~ 193 2 II 1 ! . 94 ~R! 1931 II 17~60 ~ 0 
1930 II 18 ~ 87 
. 47 
1929 II 21~63 ~L~9 
1928 II 21~78 ~49 
1927 II 22 ~ 26 ~h9 
1926 II 22 . 31 
.49 
Source: Adapt e d from fi~res in Facts and FiguPes 
on Footwear , 19 ~2. 
In 1951, t he average earning s for shoe worl{ers 
for t h e year wa s about ~ 2,200 . In 1952, it is estimated 
tha t the earning s may averag e as high as ~2 ,500 . This is 
' \ !I 
about ~-p l,OOO to ~;> 1,500 below the averag e annual learning s 
for vror_ ers in all manufacturing industries combined. 
D. Wag e Computation Sy stems 
120. 
Wages for p iecework op erators may be figured either 
by a 11 checking 11 or a 11 coupon 11 system. 
1. Checking system 
In the che cking system, the op era tor turns in a 
daily report to the office showing the case number, t h e num-
ber of pairs in each case , a n d the piece rate for each case 
on which h e has performe d any ·work dur ing the day . The 
slips must be check ed off in the che ck book. 
This system has many disadvantag es which may 
greatly reduce t h e benefits der i ved from produ ction control. 
These are : 
a. Th e o p erators handv~iting may be unreadable so 
that it is impos sible to accurately record the 
fi gures in the che ck book. 
b. It is costly. 
c. It is necessary to verify the ::,1iece rate everytime 
an o peration is completed. 
d. If each p iece r ate has to be che ck ed every time it 
is used , this cannot be d one by an ex ecutive. 
e. The offi ce ch ecking is sometimes ca~ried out by 
nevl employees ·who a re incapable of lmowing 
.vv-he t her or not t h e piece rates are co r re c t a nd 
who, in add it i on, may be incapable of keeping 
the wo r k up to date.-:~ 
2. Coup on System·::->:· 
In the coup on sy stem, there is a separ a te c oupon 
for e ach required operation. The strip o f coupons is clip -
ued to the tag and as each vwl"'k er completes his op eration, 
he tears orr the a pprop riate coupon and writ es his number 
on it. The payroll is figured from these coupons vd thout 
the necessity o f che ck ine; sinc e the same o peration c annot 
be cla i med t·wice b ecause there is only one coup on, nor can 
an uncalled-for operation be cla i med because t here is no 
coupon. It is not necessary t o turn in t h e coupons for 
each o p eration each day since the c oupons are turned in 
only once a week . This system reduces the time necessary 
for v erifi cation of the coupons a n d the computation time 
is redu ced consid erably . There i s, h o·wev er , a number of 
disadvantag es. They are: 
a. A coup on system is adap t a ble only to a company 
making a rela tively stap le typ e of shoe vri th a 
minimum of varia tions a nd ch a n g es. 
b •• The preparing of the coup ons is c ostl y and time 
·~:· 11, ., p •. 21. 
-:<-::· 11, p ~ 21. 
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Form SS-28 R~vised l'!ONTHLY COUPON I NVE\f 'rCH.Y 
DATE -------- PLANT ---------
- l 2 3 :I 4 5 
Bal. on Hand I Received ! Bal. on 
Item Last Inventory Inuring :Honth l Consumed Hand Now 
Numbered Coupons 
-, 
I 
Unnu~bered Coupons I I 
I I -Coupon Hasters l I I 
1
-- I 
Coupon Record Sheets! 1 
Number series of coupons on hand: From ________ __ to , Incl. 
Instructions: Take inventory on the last working day of the month. Prepare in 
duplicate. Send the original to the Director of Standards. Retain duplicate in 
the Plant Industrial Engineer's files. 
f-.1 
f\) 
\..JJ 
consuming . 
c. There is the possibility of errors in preparing 
the coup on strip s. 
d. There is the possibility of errors. 
E. Hours In The Shoe Manufacturing Industry 
The average weekly hours worked in all manufac-
turing indus tries combined comes to a minimum of 4o hours. 
In t he shoe i n dustry there hasn't been a year, since t h e 
end of W. W. II, that the shoe worlcers averag ed better than 
38 hours a week~:- As a result, weekly earnings have been 
reduced. 
Tabl e I X indicates t he averag e hours worked per 
week f rom 1926 to 1951. 
-;:- 30 ' p • 1 • 
12~-· 
Year 
19.51 
1950 
19LJ-9 
19l.1B 
191!-7 
191.1_6 
19~-.5 
19LJl~ 
1943 
19L.-2 
1941 
1940 
1939 
1938 
1937 
1936 
1935 
193[~ 
1933 
1932 
1931 
1930 
1929 
1928 
1927 
1926 
Sourc e : 
Table I X 
Averag e . ·Hours Work ed Per Week 
(Sho e s) 
Fact s and F i gures On Footwear , 19.52 , p . 13 . 
VII. Control Of Inventori e s and Purchasing 
A~ Inventories 
1. Phys ical I nventories 
Shoe factory inventories are usually tak en at the 
end of a seasonal run, either spring or fall, or b o th , when 
it is convenient to shut do·wn. DJ.ring the inventory , there 
126 . 
is no work in p rocess, as all orders are usually completed 
prior to the curtailment of operations. When a shutdown 
c annot be effectuated, due to manufacturin13 activit y , an ac-
curate imrentory c a n be taken provided an adequate force is 
used and p lans are prepared in adva nce for the a voidance of 
delay in the work . In each of the manufacturing depa rtments 
(cutting , stitching , l ast i n e; , making , finishing , and pa ck ing ), 
a day or t wo before the inventory date, a ll materials, find-
ing s, and supplies are arranged conveniently for quick count-
ing , the quantities beine listed on inventory slips and any 
chang es noted up to the close of business on the inventory 
date. Sho es i n process are listed in each department ac-
cording to t ag numb er vri th a description of t h e stage of 
manufactt1I'e reached, as this provides a basis for subse(J_Uent 
pricing according to cost sheets for the res p ective styles of 
shoes. 
'Where a partial shutdovm is accomplished, a third 
method is 'rometirnes used. After the cutting r•oom has com-
> 0 ( 
1-
... 
~ 
L 
... 
, 
-
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Figur e 25 . Physi cal Inven tory Sheet 
pleted the work on the last day sheet .for the old l"'un, it 
shuts dovm f or a day or two. The stitching room will fol-
low suit after compl eting t h e work on all the old run or-
ders received from the cutting room. This p rocedure is 
followed in su c ces sive departments until t vro or three week s 
after the cu tting room shutdovvn. All old run shoes will 
have been completed a nd inventoried as finish ed goods or 
accounted for as sales as of the close of the run . In t h e 
meantime, t he cutting room vdll have s tarted up a gain and 
the new run shoes will be coming through the factory , but 
b ehind the last o.f t he old run . In order to ma~~:e a cor rect 
accounting .for inventory under this method, all labor and 
exp ense accrued against the old run goods subsequent to the 
closing date must be taken up as a lia bility as o.f t ha t 
date and must be accounted for separately from simila r ex -
p end itures on the new run shoes . 
2 . Perpetual Inventorie s 
In order t o ma inta in an efficient well - run, bal-
anced factory one of the most important factors is to be 
certain that there is material on hand to add to the sho e s 
128. 
at t h e time the shoe rea ches the oyeration where the materi -
al is needed . The p erpetual inventory system shows at all 
times the 11 .free 11 inventory which a manufa cturer ha s on hand 
t hat has not been applied to any shoe which has be en s heeted. 
It is very i mportant to integr at e the control of 
Figure 26 . P~rpe tu.al Inventory Sheet For Upper 
Leath er 
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FORM NO. A-407 LEATHER LINING-CLOTH LINING ANALYSIS 
Plant ------------- Date __________ _ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Date Sheet Sheet Lining Date Order Linings Linings 
Date No. Used No. Reed. Tran's 
-
' 
Total 
----
Summary 
(a) Last sheet cut complete previous month. (b) Last sheet cut complete current month. ________________________________________ _ 
(c) Was your last cutting summary sent in with inventory? ________________________ ___ 
(d) Actual Inventory 
(e) Lining Received" thru Order) 
(f) Lining Used thru sheet) 
(g) Lining Transferred 
(h) Should be Inventory 
(i) Actual Inventory 
(j) Variation 
Explanation of Variation 
Superintendent 
1-' 
w 
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materials with the available equi:!)ment_. For example , if a 
stitching room can only handle a certain quantity of f a ncy 
stitching in a~y one day, then no more than that number 
shou ld be put on any one day sheet. If more shoes are 
s heeted for one day than can be fancy stitched, they get 
to the fancy stitcher and no further, thereby block ing not 
only the stitching room but all the factory and creating 
idle equipment and idle workers waiting fort h e shoes t o 
go through that o peration. 
Poor control over materials also results in in-
adequate "last" turnover. For example, if a quantity of 
shoes g ets to the welter, sole l ayer , or heeler and materi-
als are not available, the shoes have to be held until the 
materials arrive. These shoes thus remain on the last and 
there is no last turnover until such a time as the materials 
are a vailable. 
Maximum limits are just as important as minimum 
limits in controlling materials because it is sometimes 
just as co stly to tie up a larg e amount of vrorking capital 
in an ove rstock ed inventory as it is to have a delay in 
pro duction because of t h e unavailability of materials when 
needed~-::· 
B. Purchasing 
Purchasing plays a very important role in the sue-
-::· ll' pp . 12-13 ~ 
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cessful op eration of a shoe factory. A good buyer must have 
a thorough lmowl e dge o:f the business and years of experience. 
Leather is a non-standardi zed material, unavoidable becaus e 
animals gro·w that way. Some degree of grading is done by 
the tanner but the buyer ordinarily mus t inspect the parti-
cular lot he wishes to pui•cha se. Purchasing is a veT'Y 
s pecia lized function because of its importanc e , the varie ty 
o f materia ls, and the experience required . 
All shoe companies, reg ardless o:f size, use the 
s ame types of s p e cification s in purchasing t heir l eather . 
Qual i ty to a shoe manufacturer is not necessarily the b est 
quality t hat is available . It is, instead , the degree of 
goodn e ss o f leather that is required for his particular 
t ype of shoe . The quality of the leather u sed is usually 
determined by the price rang e of the shoe that is being 
manufactul"ed . 
The following vmul d be a list of s pecifications 
that can be exp ected to be applied to leather: (1) color; 
(2) typ e OT t anning ; (3 ) tn)e of an i mal; (4 ) type of fin i sh; 
( 5 ) t y p es of split; (6 ) size of skin; (7) grade of skin; 
and ( 8 ) weight of' skin . 
1. Purchasing In Small , Mediwn, And Large Shoe Companies 
In the small compani es , the owner is supposed to 
know what is going on in his plant at a ll times and at all 
p l a ces. There:fore , it i s , the ovrner ·who ascertains the need 
to buy leather and the amount to be bought. Then , he shops 
around the shoe district until he finds leather that suits 
his .purposes at the price he i s will ing to pay , and p l a ces 
his order. He follows up this order by personal contact . 
Up to this point he has not used any type of standard form . 
All of his a6tions _ and orders have t aken place by word of 
mouth . . :He g enerally has to pay cash for the leather or is 
allowed _to purchase an amount of leather which t he tannery 
considers a fair credit risk. Wh.en the invoice co mes , h e 
pays according to the credit terms of the invoice. He in-
-spects the leather completely when it enters his place to 
see if he received the t ;:rpe of leather which he ordered. 
After the invoice is pa id and the leather has been received, 
the purchase is considered complete. 
In the · cas e of the medium sized shoe company, 
usually a foreman in the production end, cutting room, or 
leather room k:e ep s the purchasing agent informed of the 
amount of leather on hand. When the company receives a n 
order for shoes, this order is passed on to the purchasing 
agent and he determines, how much l eather of a certain type 
is needed to fulfill that order. This knowledge \'lil l come 
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to him by v10rd of mouth and by inventory reports. Once the 
purchasing agent has this inf ormation it is u p to him to 
carry out all the purchasing . He will either cal l a t an-
nery that he knows to carry the type of lea t hei· that he needs 
and will send in an order to this tannery or in the same 
manner as the ovmer of a small company , he might go dovm 
to the shoe district and pur chase his leather by direct 
contract with the trade. 
A mediu~-s ized shoe company does not g enerally 
have to pay cash for the leather it buys unless it has a 
poor credit rating . If the credit rating is satisfactory, 
t he shoe company pays the invoice a ccording to the invoice 
terms and the policy of his pai'ticular company. When the 
leather arrives, the purchasing agent inspect s a few bales 
to see whether or not it is of t he correct quality and col-
or, and leaves the detailed inspection and sorting of the 
leather to t he leather room . The order is considered com-
pleted when the i nvoice has been paid and the leath er has 
been received . 
Larg e companies follo·w the practice of using pur-
chasing techniques that have been used and discussed in the 
tex tbook 11 Procurement--Principles and Cases", by Howard T. 
Lewis. 
2. Problems of Pur chasing 
134. 
The major problems of purchasing are : (1) obsoles-
cenc e risk; and (2) pri ce and investment. 
Obsolescence risk, or risk due to style chang e, is 
greatly reduced by buying leathers or supplies on a strictly 
. I 
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hand to mouth basis. As orders are received from customers , 
a pur chase analysis is made for special materials whi ch are 
then ordered in the amount a ctually required. The deg ree 
o f conservatism among companies in deciding whi ch materials 
may be safely carr ied in stock and whi ch should be pur-
ch ased as needed varies greatly . 
The problem of pri ce protection is me t by placing 
11 blanlret contracts". The requirements covered by the blan-
ket contracts depend upon the belief as to the future trend 
of prices ; if the company feels that prices are too h i gh , 
it will contract for only a short period ; if it feels that 
pri ce s will increase, it will buy ahead. This policy is ad-
mittedly s p eculative but apparently unavoidable. Th ere are 
few shoe concerns whose pur chasing is unaffected by their 
opinion as to future pri ce trends. The price of leather is 
subject to very extreme changes vrhich are dang erous to i g -
nore. Speculative pur chasing , if based on an a~pert analy-
sis of business cond itions and economic factors, is a wise 
policy. Though not a healthy condition, some comp anie s 
are able to show a pro fit only because of good purchasing . 
Normally blanket contracts cover a conserv ative 
estimate of the requirements for the entire season. Some 
degree of pri ce protection by fo r ward contracts is essential 
because shoe pri ces are set at the begilLning of t h e season. 
Larg e orders from customers may be a ccep ted a t the start of 
the season at a named price . Unless contracts are p laced 
fo r the leather, a rise in the marke t 9ri ce may mean that 
the order must be filled at a serious loss . 
The usual criticism of forwaPd buying is the a -
r.lOunt of capital tied up in raw materia l inventories. 
However , blank et contPacts u sually _Jrovide that orders 
can be p laced against these contr~cts and billed for as 
needed . The ideal plan is to place a blanket order for the 
season requirements , thus g iving prot ection a gainst a p ric e 
increa s e , and to order ar.sainst this contract on a strictly 
hand- to - mouth basis , thereby reducing ca?ital tie- up to a 
minimum. This , hovrever , is not always possible. In a 
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s trong market, the tam~er may refuse t o carry an inventory 
for the shoe manufa c turer . If t h e manufactui•er atteTnp ts to 
orde~ too closely, he ~ay be unable to secure delivePies and 
his p roduction program r.Jill be blocked . This d elay may be 
l engthy be cause the tanning pro cess is a long cy cl e . Oc -
casiona lly, blank et contra cts may permit t h e later s pe ci.fica-
tion of colors . This is especially advantageous to t n e manu-
fa cturer of women 's novelty shoes because it de creases the 
obsol es cence risk of forward buying . 
S? e culative pur chasing should n ot be confu sed with 
foi'VIard buying . The fo llowing comment is an example of for -
ward buyins ~ 
"On some s p ecia l g r ades of u pper leather, 
however, t he compan y could n ot be certa in of -
obta ining s a t isfactory delivery . FoT• example, 
some gr ades of white bu ck for s p r ing shoes v1ere 
available only in limited quantities at the be-
g inning of ea ch production s ea son~ Before the 
supp l y o f this item vms exhausted, it \vas neces-
sary to p lace an order l a r ge enough to cover 
the compan y ' s full requirements for many month s 
in advance.~~~~ 
A s y stem of conti•olling purchas i ng by minimum and 
maximum limits is impractica l and per h a p s even dangerous. 
FlGxibility is essentia l and condit ions change quick l y . 
Pri c e p rotection may be mox•e i mportant tha n capital tie-up . 
3 ~ Pur chasing Re cords. 
Some companies ke ep a pr ice record of different 
materials . Usuall y it t akes t he form of a sepaPate card for 
ea ch vendor on which the various purchases are listed. A 
slightly d i f ferent p ro cedure is t o have a separ a te card for 
ea ch k i nd of material on v1hi ch is recorde d the v endor and 
quanti t y of each purchase. 
Some companies maintain a "use list" for each k ind 
of material on which is listed all the style numbers t hat 
use t ha t part icular materia l. 
Pr i ce records are useful in comparing t he prices 
of d ifferent vendors and in calling to a t tention pr ice 
change s which mi ght malce a change in the s elling prices of 
the shoe s advisable. Some manufacturers consider such price 
-~~ 4, p . 596 . 
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records unnecessary. Many materials are bought from only 
one vendor. Large contracts are usually made at the begin-
ning of the season. Price comparisons with pr evious sea-
sons are of little i mpor tance. The buyer is in such close 
contact with the market that forma l recoT•ds are unnecessary. 
Even companieswhich do not maintain pri ce records will use 
a pur chase journal or voucher register which , however, has 
the disadvanta g e of burying useful det a il. 
11Use lists" can be v a luable. They r~veal t he 
need for standardization. Many instances vrill be found 
where materials are used for only one -style number of shoe. 
The "lists" are an important aid to the buyer. The dis con-
tinuance of a particular style number may mean that a cer-
tain material is no long er needed. A tabulation of thi s 
sort will immediately c a ll this to the a ttention of the buy-
er and thus he can avoid the danger of buying material no 
lone;er used. The value of "use lists" is not entirely 
realizable because of the resistance to standardization. 
Custor,1ers are g enerally permit ted to specify various modifi ca-
tions, such as a special typ e of eyelet or heel . 
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VIII. Cost Accounting 
One of the most important factors in the direction 
and manag ement of a successful sho e business is a 1mo·wledge 
and understand ing of cost. Only through the use of a sc i en-
tif i c and a ccura te cost accounting system c an co r rect seeing 
p rices b e determined ~ 
In a n industry as laPge a nd as diversified as shoe 
manuf a cturing cost a ccount inG ha s not been in u se to any 
l arg e extent. Because of t h e Jceen competition in the shoe 
manufacturing indus try , manufacturers should lmow the cost 
of the variov_s s tyl e s of shoes whi ch they produce. 
A. Advantag e s Of A Uniform Cost System 
In The Shoe Industry-::-
The advantages of a s ound cost accounting s y stem 
f a l l into fiv e categor ies. Cost accounting in shoe manufac-
turinG help s to: 
1. Determine Correct Selling Pr i ce s In An Accm:--ate Manner, 
A prerequisite to correct pricin g is correct co s ting. 
A shoe manufacturer can only determine the pr ice a t ·which his 
product can b e s old prof i tably if he accurately determines 
the cost of his product~ 
Many 1nanufacturers use a selling pri ce fix ed by some 
other pro du cer and comput e t he cost from the selling pri ce 
r a t her t han scientifically computing the selling pr ice from 
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the cost. Either method, however, should consider all the 
cost factors~ 
2. Control eosts And Mar g in Of Profit 
The use of a p roper uniform cost system can con-
trol costs with the result that the manufacturer can both 
establish a correct and p rofitable selling price and keep 
his selling price within the proper retail price brack ets. 
v~~en inefficient cost accounting methods or no cost methods 
at all are employed , a manufacturer has no control over his 
margin of profit~ 
3. Eliminate Waste And Unnecessary Expense. 
The initial step in the elimination of waste and 
unnecessary expense is the recognition of t heir presence. 
A proper standard will: 
a. Reveal the places where waste and inefficiency 
exist. 
b. Provide a constant check on the success of mea-
sures taken to eliminate v1aste and inefficiency 
and eliminates the possibility of waste and in-
efficiency existing over a prolong ed period of 
time before they are revealed. 
L~. Build Confidence In Sales Organization And Mer-
chandising Outlets 
An efficient manufacturer oper ating on a profit-
able basis is able to ma intain ·the confidence of not only 
his sales outlets but likewise his sales organizat ion . 
'l'here is nothing a buyer desires more than to do bu siness 
with profitable sources of su pply in order t hat the con-
tinuity of h is mercha n dising program will be mainta ined 
a nd lik ewis e p ermit him to operate a profitable business 
on the basis of sound long-rang e policies . To this end , 
therefore , a standard cost system in a shoe manuf'actur-
ing p lant is of the utmost benefit to everybody from manu-
f a cturer to buyer to consumer. 
5. Establish Successful Employee- Management Relations 
Criticism of supervisors will not produce satis-
f a ctory results without indicating what is ex ~) ected of them. 
If p ro duction costs of shoes are uru~nown, it is unfair to 
reprimand sup ervisors by stating t hat costs are too h i gh 
and t hat t h e emp loyees are resp onsible for the inefficient 
and un) rofitable o p erations of t h e factory . 
The benefit to be derived from an efficient co st 
find ing method is t h e confidence tha t executive supervi sors 
a nd foremen have in t h e knowledg e tha t they knovr what is 
ex p ected of them. 
An inefficient cost s y stem or the absence of one 
can result in confusion and dissatisfaction among those 
emp lo y ees whose functions determine the success or failure 
of the factory . A p rop er cost sy stem can eliminate the con-
fusion a n d dissatisfa ction and rep lace it with s ound judg-
ment, continuous planning and a coordinated and satisfactory 
rela tionship among the sales, administrative, and pro duction 
Idl e machinery and equipment are one of' the most 
expensive items of co st in the budget of a shoe factory. 
It is necessary to sell shoes before the ma chinery and equip-
ment can be put to use. However , before shoes can be sold, 
a selling pri ce must be determined and before this is done 
the manufacturer must know his costs. 
B. Methods Of Determining Shoe Costs·"''" 
1. Base Shoe Me thod. 
This method is necessary for manufacturers ·who make 
many combinations and v a riat i ons of s t yle s for a small number 
of base patterns. The shoe costs are based on the price of a 
basic shoe style \'lith adjustment s being made for changes in 
s p ecifications. It is necessary that the adjustments , in-
cluding all items of material, labor , overh ead and royalty, 
be correctly computed a nd applied . 
2 . Across The Board Method. 
The material, labor, and overhead costs f or all 
shoes are accumulated but the costs of t he individual styles 
are not determined . The application of this method is 
limited because it is ne cessary t o Jr,no v1 the current · cost of 
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each style at all times , which is usually not the case . 
3. Standard Oost Method. 
Correct standard costs a re dependent upon a rair-
ly constan-t volume , which i s not generally the case in the 
shoe industry . . H owever, some manuracturers use standards 
to determine costs. The standards are based on past ex -
perience and are used as a rererence rigure. A separate 
rigure is set up for labor, material, overhead , and all 
other cost items . The standard serves only as a g u i d e and 
in order to obtain the a ctual c osts , it is necessary to 
determi ne the difference bet ween a ctual and standard costs 
o r the standard must constantly be revised t o conf orm to 
present costs. 
It is possible and often times practi cal t o us e a 
standard cost pro cess as a measurmnent or the over-all opera-
tion of the company and t o use an entirely different method 
for c os t e stimating f or new styles . 
c. Factors To Be Considered In The Application 
Of A Standard Cost Sy stem 
In t he installation of a co s t system based on 
standai•ds to be used in a shoe manufacturing plant , it is 
necessary f or sev eral f a ctors t o be considered. 
lt, irst , t he manufacturer must recognize his ov.m 
individual problems. 
Second , in oPder to know what degree of efficiency 
is being attained in the manufacturing processes, it is 
necessary to set standards and to k eep records vrhi ch show 
h ovr near to these standards the manufacturing pro ces ses 
are being op erated. 
Third, the pex•son installing a cost system whi ch 
is going to vrorlr efficiently and satisfactorily must first 
make a thorough survey of t h e following factors: 
1. Type of product manufactured 
2~ Type of manufacturing process 
3. Physical resources available 
l~. Merchandising Methods used 
1. Type Of Produ ct Manufactured . 
The many different t ypes of p rodu cts manufa c tured 
in the shoe industry necessitate different treatment in t he 
operation of t h e cost records. Although the basic princi-
ples of a standard cost system remain the same, the detail 
application of those princip les will not be the same for the 
manufacturer of slip-lasted shoes as it v:Jill be for the 
manufacturer of men 's welt shoes . Consequently , t h e start-
ing po int in any survey for the purpose of installing a 
standard cost system is the determination of the type of 
product manufactured . 
2. Type of Manufacturing Pro cess. 
~fuile one of the factors affecting the installa-
tion of a standard cost s y stem is the type of pro duct manu -
factured , variance s will be found between the manufa c turer 
of men ' s shoes , women ' s shoes , misses ' shoes , ch ildren ' s 
shoes , and infant sho es . The variances in the methods of 
installation and oper ation of a standard co s t syst em uill 
be even greater if there are a combina tion of a ny o r a ll 
o f these types manufa c tured by ru1.y one manufa cturer . 
The survey must a9ply the metho ds of co s t find-
i ng to the particular type or t-y-pes of construction used 
by the manufa c turer . The cost data ne cessary t o efficiently 
o perate a successful standard co s t system v!Ti ll vary v:Ji th the 
type of construct i on and will d ep end on whether it is a welt 
pro cess,_ cement process, McKa y p rocess, Littleway process, 
Ca lifornia p rocess, et c. 
Likewi se, the problem of determining the instal-
lation as well as the operation of a standard cost system 
will be c ome even greater L r t h ere a re a comb i nat ion of any 
or a ll of the se processes of manufacture. 
Another f a ctor t ha t affe c ts the cost find ing 
methods is t he ex tent to vrhi ch a manufacturer fabr i cates 
h is . ovm materia ls. The cost finding metho ds vlill be af' -
fected if he cu ts his own outer s oles or innersoles, if' he 
t ans his ovm leather , makes his ovm heels , manufacture s 
his Oi,m cartons , etc. A proper survey made by a compe tent 
individual will dis close these facts and thereby enable a 
standar d c ost s ys tem t o be tailored t o meet the individual 
manuf'acturer ' s requirements . 
3. Physical Resources Available 
The most significant physical resource is in-
vested cap ital. It is ex tremely important to determine 
what it represents . Invested capital is distributed into 
fix ed capital and working capital. Fixed capital deter-
mines t he size and capacity of the plant and equipment 
vrhile vrorking cap ital determines the scope of o p erations. 
The relationship between that part of invested cap ital 
which is distributed to working c al] ital and to fix ed cap i-
tal has an important bearing u pon the installation of a 
standard cost system. 
A further analysis of the d istribution of fix ed 
cap ital is necessary for the p roper use of a goo d standard 
cost system . Physical equipment, whether it be a build ing 
or a machine, is acquired through purchase or through ren-
tal. Th e amount of invested c a~J ital to be distributed is 
minimized if the physical equipment is rented . Ho'lt'Tever, 
whether t he physical equipment is purchased or rented , the 
relation to and effect on t he setting of standards for the 
cost system is the same . The size of the plant, the · ~Jhysi ­
cal area of the plant, and any obstruction to the physical 
area must be cons idered in determining the normal standard 
production that can be expected under normal conditions. 
Although it is pos sible for the physical area of 
the plant to produce a given quantj_ty in each day of o pera -
tion, it may be greatly out o f balance due to the fact that 
the machinery and equipment is incapable of producing the 
s ame quantity. This may be du e to the number of styles and 
grades of shoes a me..nufacturer is attempting to pro duce 
within a g iven physical area and wi th a g iven amount of 
ma chiner y and equipment. 
The number of plants that a shoe manufacturer may 
hav e and whether there is any rel a tion between one p l ant and 
the others mus t be a nalyzed . It shou.ld be as certa ined wheth-
er there a re any benefits gained by a consolida tion of cos ts 
after havin g arrived at the cost for e a ch individual fa ctorJ . 
4. Merchan dis ing Me t hods Used. 
The number of merchandis i ng me thods used in the dis -
tribu tion of shoes is an importan t f a ctor in the establ ish-
ment of standard costs. The manuf a cturer mus t de termi ne 
whet her it is advisable t o e stabli sh cost standards for each 
plan of me rchandising or whether it is more pr a ct i cal to 
g roup one or more me tho d s of merchandising into one group 
of standard costs. 
D. Co st Reports And Re cor ds.* 
The major report which the sh oe lnanufac tui•er re-
ce i ves is'. the year end statement. It has been found that 
it is feasibl e to close the books ea ch six months and to 
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obtain semi-annua l reports. These reports ch ecl{ t he a c-
cura cy of the p erpetual inventories , whi ch are a neces sity 
to the effi ci ent operation of a shoe factory as well as 
a ll cost reports a n d record s ma de dur ing the perio d . The 
reports are : 
1. Cost F i guring Sheet . 
Shoe manufactur ing f a lls into the class of the 
mos t complica ted process of manuf a c ture . In order to c on-
t ro l hi s costs the shoe manufa cturer mus t cost his p roduct 
before manufacturing samples , es t ablishing selling !)rice , 
selling his pro du c t , or a tt emptin g t o manufa ctupe case lots. 
The t hree element s of pr i me co st (labor , ma terial , 
and overhead ) are all included on the c os t figuring sheet 
and are fur t her subdivided into their component s . In order 
to insure the comparison of like i tems , it is i mport ant t hat 
t h e r e be cons ist ency in subdividing the e l ements of prime 
co s t from the t i me a shoe is fi rst fi gured through to the 
co s t s a ctually appearing i n the f inanc ial statements . The 
comparison of the orig i nal s t andard estimat e vri th the co st 
a c tually incuPrecl vli ll d etermine the succes s of opera tion 
and t he soundness of the s t andard c os t estimates. 
2 . Perpetual Inventory Contro l Re cord ( di scussed in 
Chapter VII) 
3. Vee~ly Labor Report s . 
The labor report refl e c ts the a ctual labor cost s 
1 ,_8 . 
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for the cutting room , sti tching room , lasting room , making 
room , finishing room and p a ck ing room . There is a separate 
report for each department and each departmental report 
gives such information as the cost of piece work , cost of 
day vwrk , co st of overtime pay , cost of mak e - up or guarantee 
p ay. 
The p roper and a ccurate analyse s of these weekl y 
labor repor ts indicate t h e departments resp onsible for any 
excessive costs .sm cl. to what extent the~ll are responsible. 
These reports also indicate whe ther ex c essive costs were 
created by overtime pay , make - up pay , day labor pa y , etc. 
With a ll these fac t s, the management can tak e 
the ne cessary step to eliminate t he ex cessive co sts , vrhi ch 
may not be the fault of management in p lam1.int; its produc-
tion . 
1. Monthly Financial Reports. 
It is important that a p ro pe r accurate report 
be ·repared each month . The financial report should con-
t a in : 
a . Detailed Balance Sheet 
b . Surplus Analysis 
c. Manufa c turing , Profit and Loss Statement 
d. Detai l ed Labor S ch edule 
e. Deta iled Overhead Schedule 
f. Detailed Narketing E-.p ense S chedule 
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Figure 29 . Weeld y Pro du ction Report 
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Figure 31. Month l y F inanc ial Report 
This report should not only cover the 0 9erations 
for the month itself but also the p eriod from the last clos-
ing date e.nd it shoul d be in such form t h at the manufactu rer 
can make month to month and year to year comparisons . 
The report should a l so be in a form vvhich is erma -
nent so that it can become a part of the general rec ords . 
This procedure insures that the fi gures can be easily found 
when comparisons are desired and t hat like figure s are bein8 
p repared . 
E . Allocation Of Overhead . * 
Overhead is usua lly controlled on a monthly basi s 
bec·ause t here are many items which are fi gured monthly and 
bills for most expense items are received monthly . 
1. Number Of Unit s Produ c ed Method 
This method allocates overhead on a b a sis of the 
number of pairs of shoes manufactured . For the most p a rt , 
all classes of overhead ( manufa cturin;:~ , g eneral, adl~linistra ­
tive , a nd selling expenses) are includ ed . The use of this 
method may result in a price too high for some of the styles 
and t oo lovJ for others . The manufacturer may price himself 
out of the mar ke t on a low cost style and cause volume busi -
ness at little or no profit on higher co st styles . If the 
output of t he factory covers a wide rang e of s hoe style s and 
t he costs vary considerably , this me thod will not determine 
correct shoe costs. FoT' example , the comrany ' s overh ead is 
estimated for t he comi n g year a t ~100 , 000 a nd it is estimated 
-::" 10' pp. 20 - 24 . 
that ~~200 , 000 paiT•s of shoes vrill be manufactured. By 
dividing the ~!>100 ,000 by 200 ,000 pairs , the cents p er pair 
is obtained a n d this amount is added to the cost of every 
p a ir of shoes manufactured regardles s of t h e amount of 
material, labor and other costs. 
In some cases, this method is u sed for distribut-
ing manufactu r ine; ovePhead ex:9ense and other methods are 
used for the alloc a tion of other bu rden such as g eneral, 
adE1inistrat ive and selling expenses vs. percentage of net 
s a les. 
2. Direct Labor Me thod. 
This method 2.llocates the overhead more consistently 
with the cost of t he l a boi' a nd t h e time required for pi' o du c-
tion. The rate based on the percentag e tha t t h e overhead ex -
p ense bears to di rect labor is based larg ely upon the time a 
sho e is in t he factol"'Y :!Jroduction cycle ( cuttins ro om to ship -
p i n s room) .• 
This me thod appear s to be an accep t a ble method of 
determining this cost in many shoe factories since shoes vary 
widely in sty le, materi a l and labor costs, price, e tc. For 
example , in a shoe having vamp materia l lined before pur cb.ase , 
with t h e quarter consisting of only a strap, t he d irect labor 
cost is fifty cents; a gc:'.ins t a convent i ona l pump , the labor 
cost is seventy fi v e cents . If the a ll inclu s ive overh ead 
rate is 6o% of d i i'ect labor cost the allocat i on of 60~ of 
'a,'~.,; . co, or ',i.,1 ~ . 30 , · t 6od f J~ 7 c <''· ) c tb · w 7 ,,, agaJ.ns /O o ·:\> . 7 , or .;p · -~.:;, _e a v erag e l s 
ft . 375 . In this case , the low- pri c ed shoe , whi ch is turned 
out very rapidly , carries ~~ . 30 overhead, whereas the mo s t 
expensive shoe , which requires more time to manufa c ture , is 
charged ~~ .45 over head . If the average basis is ua~d, each 
shoe would carr y a ~ . 375 overhead c o s t. The pric e o f the 
first shoe , figured on an average basis, c oul d very easily 
pric e the manufa c turer out of the market as the p ri c e v1ould 
be too high , and the pri c e of the more expensive shoe would 
be too low in tha t it vm s n o t carry ing its proportionate 
part of the overhead expense . 
This method is no more compli c ated than the unit 
of p roduction method and a f ter the perc entage rate of over-
head t o dire c t labor is establ ished , it is on l y ne c essary 
to multiply the total d ire c t labor co st by the det er mined 
percentage rate t o . fin d the overhead c ost . With an uneven 
rate of !)rodu ction this method charges off the yearly o ver-
head in a c cordanc e v1 ith the pr o duction volume . 
3 . Prime Gost Method . 
I n this method the combined costs of m~terial and 
labor are c ompared to manufa c ture exp ense . The cost of 
ma teria l , howevel' , v a ries greatly i n the m8,ny styles of 
shoes manufa ctured a nd the more expensive rr1a teria l d o es not 
ne c essar i ly i n crease the overhead c ost . Idany manufa c turers 
believe that the more expensive or higher grades of ma t erial 
156 . 
require less handling , cut more economically, and thus the 
general overhead is reduced. 
The relationship between material cost and over-
head exp ense is not consistent, but the direct labor f a c-
tor tends t o properly allocate a more correct proportion 
of overhead to the individual shoe being manufactured. In 
the material and labor combination, the element of time is 
only considered for the direct labor proport ion of the manu-
facturing cost. The introduciion of the material element 
thro·ws off the more correct cost of direct labop alone. 
4. Direct l'\'laterial Cost IvTethod. 
157. 
Some manufacturers use this method. Where the 
materials required f or the various styles of shoes have a 
wide price differential , the shoe s with higher priced materi-
als caPry a higher overhead charge . The direct labor cost, 
time required for the p roduction cy cle, a n d the number of 
o perations required for the manufacture of' shoe s are not 
cons idered. 
5~ Net Sale Method. 
Some manufacturers det~rmine overhead , including 
all items on a percentag e of net sales. Others use this 
basis only f'or the determination of general , administrative, 
and selling e}cp ens e. 
Most shoe manufacturers believe that this me thod 
will not determine c orrect costs because t h ere i s no consis~ 
ency between the a ctual or estimated costs and sellins price . 
This method is considered a s y stem of costs in reverse \"!h ere 
the manufacturer sells a t a price and uses this ~Jrice as a 
basis for determininG overhead costs where he would have a 
more correct rate if it were based upon manufacturing cost 
of sales. 
6 . Manufacturing Cost Of Sales Or Cost Of Goods Sold 
Method 
This method is usually used in determinin g g eneral, 
administrative, and selling ex p ense. If the manufac turing 
expense h as been a llocated on a basis of its p ercentage of 
direct labor, g eneral, e.dministrati ve, and selling expense, 
it may be correctly allocat ed on t h e p ercentag e which these 
costs bear to manufacturing cost of goods sold. 
158. 
IX. Conclusion s 
1. Technological advancement in machinery and equip-
ment is maintaininB a good pa ce. However, the dev elopment 
of new ma chinery and equipment and the perfection of the 
old me chanical device s would offer even greater retu rns to 
shoe manufacturers if their p r o duction control systems 
were improved . 
2 . The use of tags for identifying the work and the 
ch eckine; stations for following progress a re satisfactory. 
3. The minimum manufacturing time is limited by the 
number of days the shoe mus t remain on the last for prop er 
shaping. The regulation of the manufacturing schea:ule is 
as important as the s p eed of t h e manufacturing schedule. 
Planning is of little value unless the work moves on sched-
ule . 
4. Routing is simple because most o perations are 
sta ndard and is imp lied by t h e factory layout. Any varia-
tions are indicated on the work tag . 
c; · 
-. Dispatching in a well-planned factory is v irtually 
automa t ic. The necessity for a buck s y stem, in many com-
panies , for allocating v10rk indicates that the piece rates 
are out of line. 
6 . Some com::>anies vli t h sto ck departments have success -
fully reduced seasonal fluctuations in production. This, 
however , is not a sufficient · justification .for the maint en-
anc e of a n in stoclr department. 
7. Few companies have given adequate study t o ~)roduc­
tion p l anning to assure a balanced work load whi ch h elps to 
e liminate "bot t l e -ne cks '' · Availability of l a sts is the 
limitation mo s t commonly re cognized . The problem is com-
plex , but the v a l ue of a balanced p roduction j ustifie s the 
ex;;:>enditur e of consi derable time and effort . 
8 . The shoe industry has pro gr e ssed very slowly in 
its approach t o production control . Al though there is a 
g rowing awareness of the need for modern methods of manage-
ment, t here are still too many shoe manuf a cturers who have 
disregarded the more recent rae thods of runni ng a shoe fa c-
toi'Y. Consequently , these shoe manufacturer s ar e confronted 
with p!"'oduction pr obl ems which have gr-eatly hamp ered the 
o pe rations of their p l ants . 
9 . The methods of determining upper-leather cut ting 
are only rough approx i mations. There i s a gr-eat need in 
the industry for standardized systems for computing al-
lowances. The service sold by the Krippen dorf Kal culator 
Company greatly aids t he shoe manufacturer with his p rob-
lems of u pp er-leather cut ting . 
10. The i mportance of d istinguishing betwe en the cut-
ting effi ciency and pur chasing ga i n o r loss most be recog-
nized. A company may break even on its l eather co st s only 
160 . 
because its purchasing profit offsets its cutting loss . 
\lVhen the purchasing advantage is lost, a loss in leath er 
costs vrill probably appear . 
11 . Follow- up of materia l usage is fairly well han-
dled , but the absence of goai standards of measurement 
mal::e s control less effe c tive . 
12 . The shoe industry o f fers .a fertile fi eld for the 
applica tion of time and motion study , but , by and lai'g e , 
t his ha s been i gnored . Piece rates a re often set hapha z -
a rdly with the resul t that there is nmch friction a n d dis -
con tent on the part of sho e workers . The absenc e of e::;oo d 
wages greatly reduces the mo r a le of the woi'k force a n d 
cau ses a high degre e of labor turnover with it concomitant 
costs : the re sult is the hindranc e of production . 
13 . A twelve pair ra ck s y stem is preferable , where 
p o ss i b le , to l a r g er cases or t o cas es of v arying sizes . 
1~-· Q;uali ty control is important but difficult be -
cau se of t h e absenc e of standards of measu rement or test -
ing devi ces in most fa c tories . 
15. The industry ha s too much faith in judgment a nd 
experience , although in many instanc es there is no substi-
tute . J./Iere passage of time will not remedy the situation 
·unless the shoe manufacturer , himself , make s a determined 
effort to s olve the problems of his plant . The top execu-
tives of mo s t shoe factories are principally concerned with 
l6l . 
sales. Manag ement of the factory in many cases , h as been 
l eft in the hands of the foremen. As a result, the fore -
man , in some factories, is required t o hire , fire, and 
tra in \vorkers ; control quality and wor kmanship; control 
wastes; control the quantity of suppli e s on hand ; and plan 
the work . He a l s o may have the responsibility of dispa tch -
i ng the work and setting the p iece r a tes. The principle of 
functiona lization ha s made little headway in the shoe indus-
try . 
16 . Pi e ce rate wag e s ys tem emphasizes quantity a t t h e 
expense of quality . Charg ing t he worker for damage s i s a 
policy of questionable merit . 
17. The absence of nersonnel and tra ining depart ments 
has r esulted in the poor selection , induction, and tra ining 
of workers . It is recognized that there are many factor ies 
whi ch are either too small o r cannot afford t he establish -
ment of these departments . But t h i s fact is no ex cuse for 
ado p ting sounder metho ds of indoctrina ting a vvorker i nto 
the fa ctory . Shoo manufa cturers and their foremen mus t 
become cogn i zant of the many deficiencies in their methods 
of a cquiring new rJO r k ers. 
18. As has been pointed out in Chap ter VI, there is a 
decline of young er p eop le entering t he industry. If such a 
trend co nt inues, and it seems likely t ha t it will, t he in-
dustry will be confront ed wi t h the problem of replacing the 
162. 
many aged workers vrho are no vr employed. The industT•y of-
fers many opportunities to young , aggressive , and intel-
lig ent people, but the industry cannot just sit and wai t 
for them t o come to it . Rather , the shoe manufa cturers 
must make a con certed effort to compete for new blood . 
It must take pains to adv ertise the numerous o pportunities 
whi ch pl'"'esently exist . It must become aware o f the f a ct 
t hat thei'e a re many people who are looking fop the oppor-
tunity to use their talents and who wish t o develop with 
an enterprising concern. The industry cannot afford to 
a llow other industries to secure this available talent . 
19. I nventory control of materia ls is often sa crifi c ed 
be cause of wide f l u ctuations in t h e mar ket price and greater 
importance of p rice protection. 
20 . Blanket contracts make p os sible forvrard buying 
vdthout the disadvantage of freez:tng capital . 
21. PUse" lists for separate materials a re seldom used , 
but they woul d be of value in pointing out possibilities fo r 
standardization. 
2 2 . No company is so . small that regular reports of 
dfl_mag ed shoe s may be considered superfluou s . 
. 23. The v a l ue of co s t records as a measure of ef-
ficiency and a t ool of con trol has not received adequat e 
re co gnition. 
163. 
2L!-• The adoption of sound a ccount ing prac ti ces is g reatly 
needed by many manufacturers in the industry. 
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